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SYNOPSIS 
The advent of the high-speed Computer has made the use 
of numerical methods for solving differential equations not 
only feasible but also very desirable. 
The thesis is concerned with development of 
non-polynomial spline approximation methods and their 
convergence analysis for direct integration of certain 
classes of fourth-order two-point boundary value problems in 
ordinary and partial differential equations. The thesis 
consists of six chapters followed by a bibliography.A brief 
description of the contents of each chapter is as follows: 
CHAPTER I: SURVEY OF FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR FOURTH-
ORDER TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS. 
In this chapter an introduction and survey of finite 
difference methods for fourth-order two-point boundary value 
problems is given.Some existence and uniqueness theorems are 
briefly stated. Some useful properties of band matrices 
which are concerned with the convergence of spline methods 
are given. Finally, an algorithm for solution of 
five-diagonal linear systems is included. 
CHAF'TER II; SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
The cubic and quintic spline function approximations, 
which are useful for the solution of ordinary and partial 
differential equations,are given in detail. The definition 
of the cubic and quintic spline functions is extended to 
piecewise non-polynomial functions depending on a parameter 
bi.For a>—>o these (non-polynomial) functions reduce to 
ordinary cubic or quintic splines. 
The parsimeter may be chosen so as to tailor the 
(non-polynomial) spline function to improve the accuracy in 
the approximate solution of certain problems. Depending on 
the choice of the parameter, the parametric cubic spline 
function is known as cubic spline in compression,cubic 
spline in tension or adaptive cubic spline.Similarly, three 
of the splines derived from quintic spline are termed 
'parametric quintic spline I','parametric quintic spline II' 
and 'adaptive quintic spline'. 
The applications of the parametric quintic spline I and 
cubic spline in compression to solution of differential 
equations are given in subsequent chapters. 
CHAPTER III: vSPLINE METHODS FOR SOLUTION OF A LINEAR FOURTH 
ORDER TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM. 
The parametric quintic spline I is applied to the 
numerical solution of a certain linear fourth-order,two 
point boundary value problem,whose particular case occurs in 
plate deflection theory.Methods of orders two,four and six 
have been obtained which lead to five-diagonal linear 
systems. All the known finite difference methods have been 
shown to be special cases of our spline method.Sixth order 
formulas have been developed for the boundaries.Convergence 
analysis of the sixth order method is given.Numerical 
results are tabulated to show the superiority of our method. 
CHAPTER IV; QUINTIC SPLINE SOLUTION OF A LINEAR FOURTH-ORDER 
TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM. 
By using the parametric quintic spline I, derived in 
chapter II,we have developed second, fourth and sixth order 
methods for the solution of a linear fourth-order,two-point 
boundary value problem,a special case of which arises in the 
problem of bending of a rectangular clamped beam resting on 
an elastic foundation.Our schemes lead to five-diagonal 
linear systems. To restrict the band width of the 
coefficient matrix of the resulting linear system to five,we 
develop the boundary equations of 0(h ). Convergence is 
established.Numercial illustrations are given to confirm the 
theoretical results. 
CHAPTER V; SPLINE SOLUTION OF FOURTH-ORDER TWO-POINT NON-
LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS. 
It is known that ordinary quintic spline solution of 
fourth-order differential equation provides only second 
order approximation.By using parametric quintic spline I and 
suitable choice of parameter we have developed second,fourth 
and sixth order methods, for solution of fourth order 
non-linear two-point boundary value problems.We developed 
the boundary formulas of order six to restrict the band 
width of coefficient matrix of the linearized system, 
obtained by applying Newton-Raphson method,to five. 
Convergence analysis is given.Numerical computations have 
been carried out and the results compared with those 
obtained by the known methods to show the superiority of our 
methods. 
CHAPTER V.I: SPLINE SOLUTION OF FOURTH-ORDER PARABOLIC 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
In this chapter we have developed new three level 
methods based on parametric quintic spline I for the 
numerical solution of fourth-order parabolic partial 
differential equation governing transverse vibrations of a 
uniform flexible beam (one space dimension).Cubic spline in 
compression has been used to solve fourth-order parabolic 
partial differential equation (in two space dimensions) 
governing the transverse vibrations of a uniform plate. 
Stability analysis has been carried out.It has been shown 
that by choosing different values of parameters the previous 
known methods can be derived from our method.In addition to 
4 6 4 8 
them,we obtain new schemes of 0(k ,h ) and 0(k ,h ). 
Numerical evidence is included to demonstrate the practical 
usefulness of our schemes. 
C H A P T E R-I 
SURVEY OF FIMITE DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR FOURTH-ORDER 
TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION : 
The use of spline functions dates back at least to the 
beginning of this century.Piecewise linear functions had 
been used already in connection with Peano's existence proof 
for solutions to the initial value problemsof ordinary 
differential equations, although these functions were not 
called splines.Splines were first identified in the works of 
Schoenberg .Sard and others. 
Usually a spline is a piecewise polynomial function 
defined in a region D.i.e.a function for which there exists 
a decomposition of D into subregions in each of which the 
function is a polynomial of some degree m. Also the 
function,as a rule, is continuous in D,together with its 
derivatives of order upto (m-1) (Marchuk [73]). 
In other words spline function is a piecewise 
polynomial satisfying certain conditions of continuity of 
the function and its derivatives.The applications of the 
spline as approximating, interpolating and curve fitting 
functions have been very successful (Ahlberg et al [1], 
Greville [44],Prenter [87]). 
It is also interesting to note that the cubic spline is 
a close mathematical approximation to the draughtsman's 
spline,which is widely used manual curve-drawing tool.It 
has been shown by Schoenberg [102] that a curve drawn by a 
mechanical spline to a first order of approximation is a 
cubic spline function.Further ,the solution of a variety of 
problems of "best approximation" are the spline function 
approximations. 
Later on spline functions received a considerable 
amount of attention in both theoretical and practical 
studies.A number of authors have attempted polynomial and 
non-polynomial spline approximation methods for the solution 
of differential equations De Boor [28,29], Ahlberg et al 
[1], Loscalzo and Talbot [71,72], Bickley [11], Fyfe 
[41,43], Albasiny and Hoskins [3], Jerome and Varga [63], 
Sakai [99-101], Russell and Shampine [97], Micula [75], De 
Boor and Swartz [30], Papamicheal and Whiteman [82], Raggett 
and Wilson [90], Douglas and Dupont [33], Rubin and Khosla 
[94], Rubin and Graves [93], Daniel and Swartz [27] Raggett 
et al [89], Archer [5], Russell and Christiansen [96], 
Patricio [85,86], Jain et al [61,62], Multhei [79], Jain 
[53], Tewarson [108,109], Usmani [114], Jain and Aziz 
[55-57], Jain et al [59], Ascher et al [6], Surla [106,107], 
Iyengar and Jain [51],Iyengar and Pillai [52], Chawla and 
Subramanian [14-17], Irodotou-Ellina and Houstis [50], 
Fairweather and Meade [36], Chandler and Sloan [12], 
MuTlenheim [78] and others. 
Spline functions of maximum smoothness were first 
considered in the numerical solution of initial value 
problems in ordinary differential equations by Loscalzo and 
Tlbot[71,72] and many interesting connections with standard 
numerical integration techniques have been established .For 
example, the trapezoidal rule and the Milne-Simpson 
predictor-corrector method fall out as special cases of such 
spline functions applications. Unfortunately, high order 
smooth spline functions to the numerical integration of 
ordinary differential equations is restricted to cases for 
which the resulting method turns out to be classical. 
The main reason why the above mentioned application of 
spline functions to the numerical integration of ordinary 
differential equations leads to unstable methods is because 
the resulting numerical approximations are, in a certain 
sense too smooth (Varga [117]). Loscalzo and Schoenberg 
[69,70] have shown that the use of Hermite-splines of lower 
order smoothness avoids completely the problem of 
unstabi1ity. 
The use of cubic splines for the solution of linear 
two-point boundary value problems was suggested by 
Bickley [11]. His main idea was to use the "conditions of 
continuity" as discretization equations for the two-point 
boundary value problems. Later Fyfe [41] discussed the 
application of deferred corrections to the method suggested 
by Bickley. 
However, for the two-point boundary value 
problem,discretization given by continuity conditions are 
only second order discretizations and hence the resulting 
spline method is only second order , see also [3,44,55,93]. 
But the cubic spline interpolation process itself is 
fourth order.It is therefore natural to look for an 
alternative method which would given fourth order 
approximations using cubic splines. 
In recent years, considerable attention has been 
devoted to the formulation and implementation of,in essence 
modified spline methods for the solution of certain classes 
of elliptic boundary value problems on rectangles, see for 
example Houstis et al [49]. It is interesting to note that 
this approach was adopted by Irodotou-Ellina and 
Houstis [50] in their quintic spline collocation methods 
for general linear fourth order two point boundary value 
problems.Another quintic spline method requiring a uniform 
mesh for a non-linear fourth order boundary value problem 
is due to Chawla and Subramanian [17]. This method is based 
on Bickley's idea (Bickley [11]) of using the continuity 
conditions to construct a cubic spline approximation, but 
here it is used only after some other method ( e.g.a finite 
difference method) has been used to obtain accurate nodal 
values. 
Fairweather and Meade [36] provide a comprehensive 
survey of both orthogonal and modified spline collocation 
methods for solving ordinary and partial differential 
equations. 
1.2 FOURTH-ORDER TWO-POIhfT BQl/MDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We cosider a fourth-order two-point boundary value 
problem : 
.4 
— ^ +f(x)u =g(x), a<x<b ...(1.1) 
dx^ 
subject to the boundary conditions : 
u(a)=ot^ , u(b)=a2 ; u'(a)=n^ , u'(b)=f32 ...(1.2) 
or 
u(a)=(X-^ , u(b)=a-2 ; u"(a)=p^, u"(b)=P2 ...(1.3) 
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where a.b.oc's and f3's are constants.A particular case 
of this differential equation often occurs in plate 
deflection theory such as the problem of bending of a 
uniformly loaded rectangular plate supported over the entire 
surface by an elastic foundation and rigidly supported along 
the edges [110,p.30]. 
It may not be possible to find the analytical solution 
of the system (1.1) for all f(x) and g(x).In such difficult 
situations we have to approximate the solution numerically. 
1.3 SURVEy OF FINITE DIFFERENCtE METHODS 
Many authors have given finite difference method for 
solving system (1.1).We briefly list these methods : 
(1) Babuska et al [8]. 
For system (1.1),(1.2) the method gives five-diagonal 
3/2 
system of equations with order of accuracy 0(h ), 
(i) -4u^+7u^-4u2+u =2hu'+h*uj'^^+0(h^) 
4 4 (4) 6 (ii) (3 u,= h u, Vo(h ) j=2(l)N-l 
(iii)u -4u +7u -4u =-2hu' +h u +0(h'^ ) 
^ ^ N-2 N-1 N N+1 N+r N+1 ^ ' 
11 
(2) Usmani and Marsden [112], 
2 
The method for syatem (1.1)-(1.3) is of order 0(h ) and 
leads to a five-diagonal linear system. 
4 
(i)(5+h'^f^)u^-4u2+U2=h'^g^+2«^-h^P^+y^ (fQ«^-g^)+0(h®) 
4 4 (4) 6 (ii)fi u.=h u.^+0(h ), j=2(1)N-1 
'^"'V2-^VI"<="^\'"N • 
4 
(3) Jain et al [60], 
These methods when applied to (1.1),(1.3) lead to 
five-diagonal liear systems.The order of these methods are 
2p 
0(h ),p=1,2,3. however the boundary formula is only fourth 
order. 
2 h (4) (4) (4) (4) (i)5u^-4u2+U3=2«^-h^f3^+gg^ [28u^ ^245uj ^56u^ + V J 
(ii)a^u.=:h^^^> 
J J 
(.nav= \^u5!] - r ' - i : ^ 
4 -h (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
12 
2 h ( 4 ) (4) (4) f4) (v)u -4u +5u =2QC -h n +——[u +56u +245u +28u 1 
^ '^  N-3 N-2 N-1 2 '2 360^ N-3 N-2 N-1 N •" 
(4) Usmani [113] 
These methods when applied to (1.1),(1.2) lead to five 
or nine-diagonal linear systems.The order of these methods 
, 2p, 
are 0(h ) , p=1,2,3. 
Five-diagonal second order method: 
4 
4 4 (4) 6 (ii)fi u.=h u. +^0(h ) j=2(1)N-1 
4 
(•j-j-j)u --U+9U - — u =3hu' +-—ri8u -3u ]0(h^) 
^ ^ N-2 2 N-i N 2 N+1 N+1 2 o'' N N + r ^ ^ 
Five-diagonal fourth order method; 
4 
(i)-llu +9u -|uo+Uo=3hu'+^C8u^'^^151ui'^^+52ui^^-ui^^] + 2 o 12 2 3 o 280 o 1 2 3 
0(h^ 
(ii)6^u.4\u^^>.4u^.^V.:|].0(h^ 
J 6 j-1 J j + 1 
13 
9 11 
N-2 2 '•<-' H 2 N+1 N+1 
a^ ^-Cl ^<'-\ -iu<^>.a.<:j3.o<.«, 
Nine-diagonal sixth order method 
5 
11 9 4 ( 4 ) 1 0 (i)~u +9u -Ju +u =3hu'+h r p.u. ^ +0(h ) 2 o 1 2 2 3 O . J J 
J=o 
4 h (A) (A) (4) (4) (4) ^o 
5 
where(n ,|1, ,n,p,,n, ,P^ )=-T5^(937,18240,5990.140,-136,28) 
O 1 2 3 4 5 33oOO 
(5)Chawla and Katti [13], 
For the two-point non-linear boundary value problem 
u^"+f(x,y)=o, u^^'^^a)=0C2j, u^^^\b)^fi^y j=o(1)n-1, n>:2 in 
the case of linear differential equations these finite 
difference schemes lead to (2n+1)-diagonal linear systems. 
But discretizations for the boundary equations involve 
values of f at off-step points. 
14 
n+r 
/ • s*^  w .-2r (2r)" ^ ^2m (2m) (i)r b u +h u +r C h u ' + 





•^(I^ ^ r m V S d f ./,)+t (h)=0 
** rm m •^^ rm m-1/2 r 
m=o m=1 
2n 2n (ii)fi u,+h C2a f, +r a (f, +f, )3+T,(h)=0, k=n(1)N-n k o k ''^  m k+m k-m k 
m=1 
n+r 
/ • . • N r^  L. u2r (2r) _ ^ , 2m (2m) (Tn) S b u +h u' +r C h u' '+ 




+h (r d f + r d f , )+t (h)=0 
^^ rm N-m *-, rm N-m+1/2^ fi-r ^ 
m=o m=1 
where s =2(p-r )-n,r e {1,..,r} and a's,b's,d's,and d 's are 
n o o 
the parameters to be determined in such a way to obtain the 
^ ^ /^. 2n+2p, truncation error of order 0(h ). 
(6) Katti [65], 
Six order method for non-linear two-point boundary 
(4) 
value problem u +f(x,u)=o, u(a)=oi: , u(b)=P , u'(a)=«: , 
u'(b)=P2 . 
In case of linear system the scheme lead to Five-diagonal 
15 
linear system. But discretization for the boundary equations 
are involve f at the off step points which is the special 
case of above methods mentioned at (5). 
1.4 EXISTENCE AHD UNICftlENESS THEOREMS 
We state some existence and uniqenss theorems for 
fourth-order fully quasi linear boundary value problems: 
,4 
^ +f(x,u(x).u'(x),u"(x), u"'(x)) = g(x), o<x<1 ...(1.4) 
dx^ 
with either u(o)=u(1)=u"(o)=u"(1)=o ...(1.5) 
or u(o)=u'(1)=u"(o)=u"'(1)=o ...(1.6) 
4 
Let f:Co,1]xR —>R be a function satisfying 
Caratheodory's conditions and C:[o,1] —>R be a function in 
L [o,l]. When the function f(x,u,u',u",u"') in (1.4) ia of 
the form f(x,u,u',u",u"')=f(x)u(x) the boundary value 
problem (1.4),(1.5) describes the deformations of an elastic 
beam both of whose ends are simply supported at 0 and 1 and 
the boundary value problem (1.4),(1.6) describes an elastic 
beam with one of its ends simply supported and the other end 
clamped by sliding clamps. 
EXISTENCE THEOREMS : 
Let f:[o,1]xR —>R be a function satisfying 
Caratheodory's conditions that is 
16 
(i) for a.e.x in [o,1], the function zeR —>f(x,z) eR is 
continuous; 
(11) for every zeR , the function xe [o,1]—>f(x,z) € R is 
measurable; 
(111)for every r>o there is a real valued function e (x) e 
r 
L [0,13 such that for a.e. x e [0,1], |f(x,z)|<e (x) 
whenever iizij <r. 
2 
If the function e (x) in condition(iil) above is in L Co,1], 
r 
2 




Let f:[o,1]xR —>R satisfy Caratheodory's conditions. 
Suppose that there exist functions a(x),b(x),c(x),d(x) in 
(i) L® [0,1] or 
(ii)L^ [0,1], 
and a function oe(x) in L [o.l] such that: 
f(x,u,v,w,y)w< a(x)w +b(x) |uwj+c(x) |vw|+d(x) |yw|+oc(x) (w( 
...(1.7) 
4 
For all (u,v,w,y)e R and a.e.xeCo,1].Suppose, further,there 
2 3 
exists an L -Caratheodory function n:[o,l3 x R —>R and a 
function ?'(x) e L [0,1] such that 
jf(x,u.v,w,y)j S' P(x,u,v,w)|y| + y(x) ...(1.8) 
4 
for all (u,v,w,y) € R and a.e.x e [0,1]. 
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Then for every g(x) e L [o,1] (given) the boundary value 
problem (1.4),(1.5) has at least one solution provided: 
2 2 
or «T ||a II + [b| +ijcj +IT |dj <2IT for casedl) ...(1.9) 
For proof of this theorem (see Gupta [46]). 
THEOREM l.£ : 
4 
Let f:[o,l3xR —-»R be as in theorem 1.1 then for 
every g(x) € L Co,1] (given) the boundary value problem 
(1.4),(1.6) has at least one solution provided 
An^ |ja|| +16jb| +8rr|c| +2ir^jd| <n^, for case il),or 
2 3 3 
2»T JaJ9+sIbj„+4ir|c| +ir | d | <ir , for case (11) 
UNICHJENESg; THEOREMS : 
THEOREM 1.3? 
4 
Let f:to,l3x R —>R satisfy Caratheodory's conditions. 
Suppose that there exist functions a(x),b(x),c(x) and d(x) 
in 









for all (u.,v.,w.,y.)e R ,i=1,2 and a.e.x e [o,1]. 
2 Suppose,further,there exists an L -Caratheodory 
3 1 
function f3:[o,1]xR — > R and a function ?'(x)eL [o,1] such 
that: 
|f(x,u,v,w,y)| < P(x,u,v,w)|y| +r(x), ...(1.11) 
3 
for all (u,v,w) € R , y e R and a.e.x e [o,1].Then for every 
g(x) € L [o,1] (given) 
(1) The boundary value problem (1.4)-(1.5) has exactly one 
solution if 
"l|a|^+l|b^/"|c|^+^^ld|^<^^ for case (i ) or 
'^ I|a|i2"^ 8^ l2*"l''i2'^ l^'^ '2^ ^^ ' ^^ f" c^se (ii) ...(1.12) 
(2) The boundary value problem (1.4)-(1.5) has exactly one 
solution if 
4iT^|a| +16|b| +8n|cJ +2n |d| <n , for case (1) or 
^^I142''"®8^!2"*'^I^I2'*'"^J°'82^"^' ^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ...(1.13) 
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1.5 SOME PROPERTIES OF A CLASS OF BAND MATRICES 
We consider the set of band-diagonal matrices of 
bandwith 2r+1 with the binomial coefficients in the 
2r 
expansion of (x-1) displayed symmetrically about the 
diagonal in each row and column.If A(2r+1,n) denotes the nth 
order member of this set, we will obtain the following 
properties of A(2r+l,n) for general r.For details and proof 
of the following theorems see Hoskins and Ponzo [48]. 
THEOREM 1. 4 : 
If A(2r+1,n) ={a^ ^1, where a^j = (-1 )'''*'^"'^ (^ ^^ j^ ) 
^ n r -1 .- , i+r-1., j+r-1-i. ^ .^ . 
and U={u .},wher u , .=( ^ ) ( ^ . ) . ^or i<3 1, J 1J r r-1 
=0 ,for i>j 
Then AU=L with L lower triangular. 
LEMMA 1.1: 
If AU=L and 
(i) A is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix (i.e. A =A where 
A is the conjugate transpose), 
(ii) U is upper triangular, 
(iii) L is lower triangular , 
then L U::D ,where D is a real,diagonal matrix. 
20 
LEMMA 1.2 : 
X 
If L and U are the matrices of Theorem 1.4 .then L U=D, 
a real diagonal matrix with 
THEOREM 1.5 : 
n " ^J^^r^ 
det A(2r+1,n) = (-1) Fl { —-r—rr-^ }, where 4>, (k) is a 
k=1 ^ k^ *^ ^ ^ 
polynomial of degree (2r-1) in the variable k with ^  (k)=o 
k 
for k=o,-1,...,-r+l and k=j+1,j+2,...,j+r-1 and 
J / IN / k + r - 1 , . j + r - 1 - k . ^ 
'^^i,(k) = ( ) ( ) , f o r any in teger j i f l 
In particular the above expression for det A in case A is 
penta-diagonal will be 
H^ -h AfK ^ (n+1) (n+2)^(n+3) det A(5,n) = 
1 . i . 
THEOREM 1.6 : 
The row-sums of A are given by 
J+r-1. (""J"*""") 
S ={-^f ^— , for j = 1(1)n 
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THEOREM 1.7 : 
n (n+2k-1)^ 
||A (2r + 1,n)j = —~-T for n odd, 
® 2 (2r)! 
nf rn+2k-2)^ k=1 ,n+2r, . 
_ ( ) for n even. 2r n 2 (2r)! 
Inverse of A(2r+1,n).using Lemma 1.1,1.2 and Theorem 
1.4 ,we obtain 
-^ k=l kk 
. /i+r-1,.j+r-l-i, 
where u .=( )( ) for iSj 1, J r r-1 
=0 for i>j 
/ ^ x''/k+2r-1. .2r, 
and D, , =(-1) ( ^ )( ) kk 2r r 
1.6 SOLl/TIOM OF FIVE-PI A<3QMAL LI WEAR SYSTEMS 
Direct numerical solution of fourth order linear 
boundary value problems (1.1)-(1.3) requires the solution of 




T * # # T 
where U=[u ,u ,...,u ] is N-column vector,R=[a ,a ,...a ] 















where A . ,B . „C.,D.,E. and a. are known quantities.Following 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Jain [54] we assume the following recurrence relations 
u =h -w u -y u , n=o(1)N 
n n n n+i n n+x ...(1.16) 
using(1.16) we find u , and u „ and substitute them in the 
n-1 n-2 
equation 
A u „+B u + C u +D u +E u «= a , n=2(1)N-2 ...(1.17) 
n n-2 n n-1 n n n n+1 n n+2 n 
compairing (1.16) and (1.17) we get 
(1) h = (oc* -A h -6 h )/w* 
n n n n-2 n n-1 n 
(2) w =(D -6 r J/w 
n n n n-1 n 
(3) r^ = E /w 
n n n 
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(4) w* =C -^^ oAr,"W„ .a„ ...(1.18) 
n n n-2 n n-1 n 
where 6 =B -A w „ 
n n n n~2 
In view of the first boundary condition in (1.2) we have 
h =u , w =0, y =0 ...(1.19) 
o o o o 
Equation (1.16) will be identical with the first equation in 
(1.15),if 
h^=«^/w^ , w^=D^/w^ , ?'\|=E^ /w^  ...(1.20) 
* 
where w =C 
The right hand boundary condition in (1.14) will be 
fulfilled if }\=0. The relation (1.18) together with (1.19) 
N 
and (1.20) will hold for n=o(1)N if j-\, =0 and hence 
N-1 
u.,=h.-w., a, _ 
N N N N+1 
The values u ^.u p.--." ,u casn be obtained by backward 
substitution in the equation 
u =h -w u , -p- u „, n=N-1, ...,2,1. 
n n n n+1 n n+2 
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C H A P T E R-II 
SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
2 .1 INTRODIKTION : 
A spline function is generally regarded as a piecewise 
polynomial satisfying certain conditions of continuity of 
the function and its derivatives.The applications of the 
spline as approximating, interpolating and curve fitting 
functions have been very successful (Ahlberg et al [1], 
Greville [44],Prenter [87]). 
The idea has been extended in various directions, in 
this chapter ,we first give some definitions and basic 
results on cubic and quintic spline functions,their 
relations and error analysis.The definition of the cubic and 
quintic spline functions is extended to piecewise 
non-polynomial functions depending on a parameter <ji.For 6>—to 
these (non-polynomial) functions reduce to ordinary cubic or 
quintic splines. 
Depending on the choice of the parameter ,the spline 
function is known as cubic spline in compression, cubic 
spline in tension or adaptive cubic spline.Similarly three 
of the splines derived from quintic spline are termed 
'parametric quintic spline I','parametric quintic spline II' 
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and 'adaptive quintic spline'. 
^•^ <^ »BrC SPLIhfE Fl/MCTIOM 
Consider a mesh with nodal points in interval[a,b]such 
that A:a=x <x^<x„...x,, ,<x. = b and with h.=x.-x. , >o for 
o 1 2 N-1 N J J j-1 
N j = 1 (1)N.Assume we are given the values{u.}. of a function 
J J=o 
u(x),with [a,b] as its domain of definition. 
DEFIWITIOW i£.l; 
2 
A function S.(u;x)=S,(x),of class C [a,b],which 
A A 
interpolates u(x) at the knots {x,}, i.e. S.(x.)=u. j=1(1)N, 
J A J J 
reduces to a cubic polynomial in each subinterval [x._ ,x.3. 
•J ' \J 
is called a cubic spline. 
Since the second derivative of S.(x) is continuous and 
A 
linear on every subinterval of the mesh A,we may write for 
x. <x<x.; 
J-1 J 
„ X . - X X - X . 
S (x)= M. , — ^ +M. — - — — =Z M. +zM. ...(2.1) 
A J-1 h, J h, J-1 J 
where S,(x.)=M, and h.=x.-x. . z=(x-x. )/h, , z=1-2 
A J J J J J-1 J-1 J 
Integrating (2.1) twice, and setting x=x. and 
wJ 
x=x. , the constants of integration are determined by the 
conditions S,(x. )=u . ,S.(x.)=u.. Finally, we obtain 
A J-1 J-1 A J J 
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S. (x ) = zu.+ z u . , +h^[q (z )M. + q (z)M. J / 6 . . . ( 2 . 2 ) 
A J j - 1 J O J o j - 1 
3 
where q (z)=z - z , q (o)=q (±1)=o,q i s an odd f u n c t i o n of z . 
o o o o 
The f u n c t i o n S . (x ) i n the i n t e r v a l [ x . , x . 1 i s 
A J j+1 
obtained with j+1 replacing j in (2.2) so that 
S,(x)=zu. +z u, +h^^.[q (z)M. +q (z)M.]/6 ...(2.3) 
A J+1 J J+1 o J+1 o J 
where z= (x-x . )/h . ^ 
J J + 1 
CUBIC SPLINE RELATIONS : 
For simplicity we assume that the subintervals are 
of equal length so that h. = h. = h , for j= 1(1)N. 
The continuity of the first derivative of S,(x)at x=x. 
A J 
requires S. (x. -) = S,(x.+). Since, 
A J A J 
SA <^ -; -^= h ^"^- "^  i) +^ (2M. +M, ) . j =1(1)N A J h J J-1 6 J J-1 
V^'j ^'4 ' v r " j ' - 5 <^"j"Vi' • ' =°<'''-' •••''•*> 
the following spline relation may be obtained : 
M. + 4M , + M . , = — (U. -2U.+U. ) ...(2.5(i)) 
J+1 J J-1 .2 J+1 J J-1 
h 
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S i m i l a r l y we ob ta in 
^ + 1 ^ ^ ^ ^""j-A ^"j+r " j -1^ . . . (2 .5( i i ) ) 
where m. =S,(x . ) . 
J A J 
For additional cubic spline relations see [7]. 
Equations (2.5) lead to a system of N equations for the 
N+2 unknowns M. or m., respectively.The additional two 
equations are obtained from boundary conditions on M or m. 
The resulting tridiagonal system for M. or m. is diagonally 
•J *J 
dominant and may be solved by an efficient algorithm,Alberg 
et al [1].Therefore,given the values u, the equations (2.5) 
with appropriate boundary conditions form a closed system 
for M. or m. and with (2.2) or (2.3) the values S,(x) can be 
J J A 
found at all intermediate locations. 
CUBIC SPLI^ fE ERROR ESTIMATES : 
In order to estimate the errors which would be 
associated with a spline approximation at interior points 
if end effects were absent , we put E = e in (2.4) and 
(2.5) where D is differential operator .and expand in powers 
of hD.We then obtain, 
(1) s;(x.)=m. =u'(x.)-4h^u(^\x.).^u^^^x.).0(h^ 
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(2) s''(x.)=M. =u"(x.)- - ^ u^'^\x.)+—JTT- u^^\x.)+0(h^) 
(3)sf'(x..)= ut3'(x.H i hu(*'(x.).-l h V = '(x.)-
A J J 2 J 12 J 
1 u4 (7), , 1 ^5 (8), , ^/u6^ h u (x.) - —-— h u (x.)+0(h ) 
360 j' 1440 j 
,.^^(3), ^ (3). , 1 ^  (4), , 1 2 (5), , (4)S^ (x.-)=u (x,)--hu ( x . H - h u (X.)-
1 h^u^''\x.) + — L , h^ u^^^x.)+0(h^ ...(2.6) 
360 J 1440 j 
From (2.6,3 and 4) we now obtain 
I CS^^\xj + )+s{^\xj-)]=u^^\xJ+^ h2u^^\xj)+0(h'^)...(2.7) 
and 
S^^^x. + )-S^^^x.-)=h u^^\x.)--l- h^ u^®^x.)+0(h^...(2.8) 
(3) (3) 
Thus the jump in S (x.) would approximate hu (x.) and 
J J (3) the mean of the constant values of S (x) to the right and 
(3) to the left of x. would approximate u (x.) . 
J J 
We now define e(x)=u(x)-S,(x), for o<e<1. By Taylor 
A 
expansion we get 
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9 7 "^  ? 
e(x.+eh)=e(x. )+eh e (X.)H—r- e (x.)-i—r- e (x.)+... 
J J J 2 J O J 
. . .(2.9) 
substituting from (2.6),(2.7) and (2.8) in (2.9), we obtain 
4 
2 2 h (4) 
e(x.+eh) =o (0-1) ^ u^ ^x.) + 
5 
e(©^-1)(30^-2)-^ u^^\x,)+0(h^) ...(2.10) 
The error is zero for e =o and 1 that is at x. and x. , 
J J-1 
and also if u(x) is a cubic polynomial so that its 4th and 
higher order derivatives vanish. Then 
I e(x. +eh) j< Max {-4T ^^^C^'D^'^'^lu^^^x .) 1} 
J -^ ^  -.. 24 ' J ' 
059i: 1 
4 
= 3 ^ h^^^Xj) I ...(2.11) 
using(2.8) we may write an estimate of the maximum error in 
X .<x<x . , as 
J J + 1 
p^3 
I e(x)| < — max [ |clj|, |dj^ J 3, j =1(l)N-2 ...(2.12) 
where 
u^-^^xj^ 1 [s^^\x, + )-S^^\x.-)]+0(h^= 1 d,+0(h^ 
J h J A J h J 
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2 . 3 PARAMETRIC QIEHC SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 2 . 2 : 
2 
A function S.(X,T), of class C [a,b],which interpolates 
u(x) at the knots {x.}.depends on a parameter r.and reduces 
to cubic spline S,(x) in [a,b] as T—^o, is known a 
A 
parametric cubic spline function.Since the parameter r can 
occur in 3.(X,T) in many ways,such a spline is not unique. 
A 
The three parametric cubic splines derived from cubic spline 
by introducing the parameter in three different ways are 
termed as 'cubic spline in compression','cubic spline in 
tension' and 'adaptive cubic spline'. 
2.3.1 CUBIC SPLINE IN COMPRESSION 
If S.(X,T) is a parametric cubic spline satisfying the 
differential equation 
(x.-x) 
S.(X,T)+TS.(X,T) = [S.(X. ^,T)+TS,(X. , , T ) ] - ^ + 
A A A j-1 A j-1 h , 
(x-x. J 
[S (X.,T)+TS.(X.,T)] r-;^  ...(2.13) 
J A J h. 
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where x e[x. ,,x.], S.(x.,r)=u., h.=x.-x. ^ and T > O 
J-1 J A J J J J j-1 
then it is termed cubic spline in compression (see AzizC?]). 
Solving the differential equation (2.13) and using 
interpolatory conditions at x. and x. to determine the 
constants of integration we obtain, 
S (x,T) = ZU.+ zu,_ +h^[q (z)M.+q (2)M._ ]/u>^ ...(2.14) 
L. / X /u ~ ^ ^~ L. / v Sin 6iz 
where z=(x-x, ,)/h., z=1-z, <JL^  = yi h., q f2) = z : 
J-1 J J 1 sin6) 
q (o)=o, q.(± 1)=o, q (z) is an odd function of z. 
Similarly in interval [x.,x. ] we obtain with j+1 
replacing j in (2.14) 
S,(x) = zu, + zu,+h^^ rq (z)M. +q (z)M. ]/i/ ...(2.15) 
A j+1 J j+1 1 J+1 1 J 
SPLINE RELATIONS : 
For simplicity we assume h=h.=h (i.e. uniform mesh). 
Spline relations corresponding to (2.5)(i),(ii) may be 
obtained as: 
(i)(xM. H-2PM.-hxM. = — (u -2u +u ) 
J+1 J J-1 .2 J+1 J J-1 
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(ii)«m^^,.2nm.«™._, - ^ ^ ^ < V r V l ' •••(2-16) 
" 1 
where m,=S. ( X , , T ) , M.=S, (x.,T),ot =-„ (to cose t<.»-1), 
J A J J A J 2 
6J 
1 
p = — (i-4> cotu)) . . .(2.17) 
6) 
The consistency relation for (2.16-i) leads to the 
equation 2o<+2|3=1 .which may also be expressed as 6V2=tan(w/2) 
This equation has a zero root and an infinite no. of 
non-zero roots,the smallest positive root being Q 
=8.986818916... .For p=tan- ?^  o, cic=p=1/4. In this case 
spline relations (2.16) reduce to 
<^'3<"j.i^^Wi'=^S 
("•'i ("'j.i^^Wi'^^-rVi ...(2.18) 
2 
For <>-*o,(a,P)—-•(1/6,1/3) and q (z)/6) —-»q (z)/6 so 
that the equations (2.16) reduce to the corresponding cubic 
spline relations (2.5). 
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SPLINE ERROR ESTIMATES : 
The error estimate in case of LX=P=1/4, is derivedin the 
same manner in which it is done for cubic splines.Therefore, 
we obtain the error estimates for first and second 
derivatives which are as follows: 
' / N h^ ' (3), , h"^  (5), , ^ /u6v 
2 
M,=u"(x,)~ u^'^^x,)+ -^ h'^u^^^xJ+OCh^) ...(2.19) J J 6 J 120 J 
In order to estimate the errors in general case,we put 
E=e in (2.16) and expand in powers of hD to obtain, 
(i) mj=u'(Xj) + (| -r)h^u^^\x^)H^ -| +r^)h^u^^^x^)+0(h^ 
V " 1 2 (4) 
(ii) M. =-^ [u (x.) + ( — -r)h u' ^x ) + 
360 6 J 4 X7! 80 4 ' J 
...(2.20) 
where y = 2(« +P) 
As (0 --•o that is(«,p) -••( 1/6.1/3),then r -+1/6 and the 
equations in (2.20) reduce to corresponding relations of 
cubic spline. 
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Third derivative of a cubic spline is picewise 
constant.However,for a parametric spline third and higher 
derivatives are not constant. In general, the odd ordered 
derivatives are discontinuous at the nodal points.For 
simplicity we will denote S,(X,T)=S,(x) Then we can obtain 
A A 
(1) S p \ x . + ) = - — ^ — [M. -M . cos w] A ' J h s i mo j + 1 J 
(2) s f ^ ^ x . - - ) = r r A — EM, cos 'j.) -M . J A J h sin^i) J j - 1 
2 
(3) S^ '^^x . + ) = S^ ' ^ ^x . - ) = - - ^ M . . . ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
h 
and for higher derivatives we have the recursion formula : 
S(")(x.±) -. - '( s["-^'>U .t) , n>4 ...(2.22) 
A J h '^  
Finally,by defining e(x)=u(x)-S,(x) we can obtain the 
A 
error formula for the cubic spline in compression. 
2 3 
4 
+ [e^+(12^-1)C^ + [(l2^-1)(1-cosu>)-63C2]2^ u "^  (Xj)+0(h ) 
. ..(2.23) 
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rX t o - S i n 6> 
w h e r e y = 2 (oc+P) 24> ( 1 -cosiji) 
STnus( 1-cos4>^) ^ <«.*e - s i n oj>e ,^ sin<i>Q , 
C = —r-j ^ ,C^= = ( e - ) 
1 w(1-cos< j ) ) 2 <ji> to 
t*Md> - s i n O.HS ^. •^ . • . 
3 6> (1 -cos 6\) 
2 . 3 . 2 CUBIC SPLINE IN TEMSIOM 
I f t h e f u n c t i o n S . ( X , T ) i s a p a r a m e t r i c c u b i c s p l i n e 
A 
satisfying the following differential equation in 
sub-interval [x. ,,x,], 
J-1 J 
„ X.- X x-x._ 
S,(X,T)-TS,(X,T) = (M. -TU. J - ^ - — +(M.-TU,)—-^3— ...(2.24) 
A A j-1 j-1 h J J h 
where T>O is a parameter known as 'tension factor', 
S . ( x . , r ) = u . , S . ( x . , r ) = m . , S . ( x , , r ) = M . , t h e n S , ( x , r ) i s 
A j j A j j A j J A 
termed as 'cubic spline in tension'. See Schweikert 
[103],Rubin and Graves [93]: 
Solving (2.24) and using interpolatory conditions at x 
J 
and X. ,,we obtain : 
J-1 
2 . ,_w. ._ ,-,.. -, ,,2 ...(2.25) S (X,T) = zu.+zu,_^+ h. [q2(z)M^+q2(z)M^_^]A> 
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where 6i=h J T , q.(z)= ——- z, z =1-z, 
J 2 sinhw 
qo(o)=o, q^(± 1)=o , and h, =x.-x. , 
2 2 J J J-1 
Similarly in [x.,x. ] we obtain 
S^(x,T) = zu^ + ^ +z Uj+ hj^^[ci2^^^^ + l'"''2^ ^^ j^^ '''-'^  •••(2-26) 
where z=(x-x.)/h, z =1-z, 6i=h . .yF", h. = x. -x., 
J J+1 J+1 J+1 J 
SPLINE RELATIONS : 
For simplicity we consider unifrom mesh for derivation 
of spline relations, that is h=h. =h. , so that the 
J+1 J 
following spline relations are listed : 
(1) ctM . , +2PM . -hxM . = - 6^u . 
J+1 J J-1 y2 J 
(2) «™.^,.2nm,.™,_^=^(u.^^-u..,) ...(2.27) 
where o<=(1—r—r-)A>:> , 0=(ti> coth <i> -1)/u> , (jd=hi/T~ 
sinhio 
2 
when w —+0, («,[3)—+(1/6,1/3),and q (z)/ti> —-+q (z)/6, so that 
the equations (2.25),(2.26) and (2.27) reduce to the cubic 
spline relations. 
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SPLINE ERROR ESTIMATES : 
For simplicity we denote S.(x,r)=S.(x).For spline 
A A 
approximat ion i n tens ion the f o l l o w i n g e r r o r es t imates are 
obta ined : 
(1) s ' ( x . ) = u * ( x . ) + ( l - ? ' ) h ^ u ^ ^ \ x . ) + 
i i J J O J 
(-T20- % ^ ^ ' ' ' ^ ' u ' " ( X j ) - 0 ( h ^ 
" Y " 1 2 (4) 
(2) S^(x^)= ^ [u (X j ) + ( { j - ?-)h u ^ ^ \ x j ) + 
< 3 ^ - I . . ^ , h ^ u < ^ > ( x . , . ( ^ - 5 ^ - r % 3 „ e ^ ( 8 , ^ ^ ^ „ , „ ^ , S , 
. ( 2 . 28 ) 
(X s i n h 6)-(ji> 
where x = 2(oi+P) 2w(cosh w~1) 
For higher order derivatives we also obtain 
( i ) s ! ^ \ x . + ) = r ^ [M. -M. cosh /a> ] 
A J h s inh Ui j+1 j 
( i i ) S ^ ^ ^ x . - ) = • ."^^ ^^ [M cosh w-M. . ] A J h s inh ti> J j - 1 
2 
( i i i ) s | ' ^ \ x . + ) = S^'^^x.-) = ~ M 
2 
( i v ) s S " \ x . ± ) = ^ s i " ~ ^ \ x , + ) , n>4. . . . ( 2 . 2 9 ) 
A J u2 A J 
h 
It is interesting to note that if M. +M . =2cosh 6) M ., 
J+1 J-1 J 
then third and hence all odd ordered derivatives are also 
continuous. 
Let e(x)=u(x)-S,(x), then we can get the following 
A 
error formula similar to (2.23), 
2 3 
e(x.+eh) =[e^-c -c^]5 u^^\x.)+[e^+(6^ -1 )e +3C i ^ u^^^x.) 
J i 2 2 j 3 o j 
4 
+ [e '^+(12>-1)C^ + {6 + (12^ -1 ) }C23 ^ u ^ ' ^ \ x . ) + 0 ( h ^ ) . . . ( 2 . 3 0 ) 
where 
s i n h OL>(cosha>0-1) ^ awS-sinh <i^ „ tiMS-sinhu>d .. , . . , 
1 6)(cosh w - 1 ) ' 2~ t.d ' 3 < i> ( cosh t t> -1 ) ' 
2.3.3 ADAPTIVE CUBIC SPLINE 
If the function S,(x,a)) is a parametric cubic spline 
A 
satisfying the following differential equation 
x-x x -X 
as, (x,^ .))-bS,(x,o:. )=«}!'.—rf-+i>. , - ^ ...(2.31) 
A A J h, j-1 h. 
where x , •£x<x . ,a and b a r e c o n s t a n t s , i> =aM. - bm . , 
J - 1 J J - ' J ~ ' J ~ ' 
» «» ( i . = a M . - b m . , S, (x . ,6>)=m., S.(x . ,6 .0=M ,6>=bh/a, h =x - x ,and 
' ^ j j j A j j A j J J J J i 
w>o, then S,(x.^) is termed as 'adaptive cubic spline'. 
A 
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S o l v i n g ( 2 . 3 1 ) and u s i n g t h e i n t e r p o l a t o r y c o n s t r a i n t s 
^ A ^ ^ i - 1 ' ' • ' ^ ^ ~ " • - 1 ' ^ A ^ ^ • ' ' ^ ^ " ^ • ' ^® have : 
S. (x ,a) )=A +B. e ^ ^ + h . [ p ( (^z)m.-p_(a iz )m. J / w ^ -
^ J J J 2 J 2 J~1 
h j lP^U^>z)M^-p^U.yz)M^_^ ]/</ . . . ( 2 . 3 2 ) 
where 
x - x . 
z= ^ ^ - , I = 1 - z . P2 (z ) = 1+z+ I z^ . X = 1 / ( e ^ - 1 ) , 
J 
A j = X { - U j + U j _ ^ e ^ + h . [W^(w)m +y.'2(<^)m ]/6)^-
h j r^ '^  i<.o)M^n'^(o.')^y^ 3A>^} , 
^ j - ^ ^ " j - V r ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | - ^ ^ - i ^ / " 
+ h j [ ( | + 1 ) M ^ + ( | - 1 ) M j _ ^ 3 A ^ ^ } , 
V (w)=p ( w ) - e and •^ ' (<-<>)= p ( - w ) e ' ' - I 
The function S.(x,w) on the interval [x., x,.] "is 
obtained with j+1 replacing j in equation (2.32). 
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SPLINE RELATIONS : 
For sake of simplicity we consider uniform mesh 
(i.e.h.=h. =h).The condition of continuity of first or 
second derivative of S,(x,w) at x. yields the following 
A J 
equation : 
^^j + r h "^j + 1^^^ ¥'/<»>)+ (M,- ^ '"jHe • {•<f'^i(^^)--i>^i<.o))'\-
3 
It may be noted that the continuity of first derivative 
of S.(x,w) implies that of the second derivative and vice 
A 
versa. 
Also we obtain the following relations: 
h ^ C C M . +(C +C J M . + C M, . ] = d^U . . . ( 2 . 3 4 ) 
2 J+1 1 4 J 3 J - i J 
A. u . - ( A + A „ ) u .+A„u . = h [ C „ m . . , (C +C Jm.+C m ] 
1 j + 1 1 2 J 2 j - 1 2 j + 1 1 4 J 3 j - 1 
. . . ( 2 . 3 5 ) 
where c ^ = | ( 1 + o c ) + | ^ , C^ = ^ ( 1 - ' x ) - | ; 
C = - (1-Hx) - - - , C^ = - ( 1 - a ) + - -
3 4 2W '44 2<o 
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and 'X=coth 'V2 - 2/w. 
SPLINE ERROR ESTIMATES 
In order to get the error estimate of the spline 
function (2.32) we substitute E=e in (2.34) and (2.35) and 
expand in powers of hD : 
2 2 
/ . x « ' / X . / X / « 1 . h ( 3 ) , ^ tx , 3 ( 4 ) , ( 1 ) S , ( x , 0 ) = u * ( X . ) + ( - - - ) - u ' ' ( x . ) + - — h u ' ' ( x . ) + A J W 6 2 J 4a> J 
4 
. 1 3a ^ 2 , 2 . „ 2 , , 2a 2 , _ . h ( 5 ) , , ^ , , . 5 , 
E g — ^ e a /oi +3ci ( 1 + — -(X- ) / 2 ] — u ' ( x . ) + 0 ( h ) 
/«x „ ( 2 ) , X (2), , a^ ( 3 ) , , ,<x oi ^^2 ( 4 ) , , ( 2 ) S) '(x,(i.O = u ' ' ( x . ) + - h u ' ( x . ) + ( - +— - - ) h u ' ' ( x . ) + A J 2 j 4 2 u > 6 J 
2 3 4 
a , 2 4<x . s. 3 ( 5 ) , ^ , 17 a , ,„ ,2 ot Set a , 
^_(« ^ _ . , ) h u ( x . ) . [ - - ^ ( « / 2 < . ) -:f5 + - *^) 
( 3 ) s ^ ^ ^ ; x . - , ( o ) 4 c M . ( « + 1 ) - M . , 3 - ^ (m , -m . . ) A J h J J -1 . 2 J j - 1 
( 4 ) s f ^ \ x . + , (o)=^[M. +(w-1)M. ] -6>(m. - m . ) / h ^ . . . ( 2 . 3 6 ) 
A J h j + 1 J j + 1 J 
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For higher derivatives we have the recursion formula 
S^"^Xj±,a»=^ S^"~''\x±,a>), n> 4 ...(2.37) 
The third derivative and hence all higher derivatives 
are continuous at x., if 
hi 
5^(M.- ^m.) =0 
J h J 
We define e(x)= u(x)-S.(x) to be the interpolation 
A 
error for the adaptive spline function approximation.Using 
Taylor 's expansion and the equations (2.36) and (2.37) we 
obtain the error estimate for adaptive spline function 
approximation as : 
/ .^.x r/1 *• N, *• ,2 1 ^ 3 ,, ,, woe 0) ,-.3 (3) 
e(x.+eh)=:[(- - _ )e - - e -^  e - K (if - - - )]h u. 
2 2 2 
+ [--— e-i—- +-— —•)e + ~B -K( - - T + ;r + -7-)]h u. +, 
Aid 8 4(0 12 24 2 4 2 4 j 
where K = (e -p (<:oe))/6) ...(2.38) 
In the limiting case when (o —»o (i.e. bh/a —?o), then 
we have oc = 0, oc/w = 1/6, C =C =1/3, C =C =1/6, A =-A =1/2, 
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and the spline function given by(2.32) reduces into 
cubic spline. 
2.4 QXilNTIC SJ'LINE FUNCTION 
We consider a mesh with nodal points x. on [a.b] such 
that 
A: a =x <x <x„< ... x <x = b 
o 1 2 n-1 n 
where h=x.-x._ for j=1(1)N. Also we denote a function 
value u(x .) by u .. 
J J 
DEFINITION £.3 : 
A quintic spline function S,(x),interpolating to a 
A 
function u(x) defined on [a,b] is such that 
(1) In each interval [x, ,,x.], Sj(x) is a polynomial of 
J-1 J A 
degree at most five. 
(ii)The first ,second , third and fourth derivatives of 
S (x) are continuous on [a,b] . 
Thus ,we may write in [x._ ,x.3, 
^[ ^^^ = -IT- ^ 1 + - r r " ^ ^^^""^ i + ^ ^ ' . . . ( 2 .39 ) 
A n j-1 h J j-1 J 
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(4) 
where F . = S^  (x .) 
Integrating (2.39) four times with respect to x and 
using the conditions S.(x.)=u., S.(x,)=M,, i=j,j-1,we obtain 
A T ^ A ^ ^ 
- h^ S . ( x ) = z u . + z u , + - [ q ( z )M.+q ( z ) M . 1+ A J J - 1 D O J O J -1 
sfe'V^'W^'Vl' ...(2.40) 
x - x . , X .-X 
where z = —r , z = — o r z = 1 - z , q ( z ) = z - z , 
h h o 
q ^ ( z ) = 3 z ^ - 10 z + 7 z , q ^ ( o ) = q ^ ( o ) = o , q (+ 1 ) = q , ( ± 1 )=o 3 O 3 O 3 
The function S.(x) in interval[x . ,x , .]is obtained with 
j+1 replacing j in (2.40) as 
h^ -S^(x)-u,z.u.^^z.^ Cq^(z)M..q^(z)M.^^]. 
3^Cq3(I)F..q3(z)F.^^] ...(2.41) 
x-x . 
where z=—r— , z=1-z 
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SPLINE RELATIONS : 
The continuity of the first,second,third and fourth 
derivatives at x =x. requires 
SAx.-):--SAx. + ),SAx.-)=SAx. + ),s[^\x.-)= s[^\x. + ) and 
A j A j A j A j A J A 3 
s'^'(x.-)=s'^>(x..) 
A J A J 
Differentiating successively equations (2.40) and 
(2.41) and putting x=x,, we obtain the following one sided 
%j 
derivatives at x=x.. 
J 
<''^1'V'= F '"j-Vi'^f '^"j^Vi'-3fe<«Wi'-^=^<'''-
'^'^l'V'=F<"j.r"j'- 5<^^ *V,'*3io<«^j"^j.i''^=°<''^-' 
(3) S,(X.-)=M.= S,(x. + ) 
(4)s{^'(x.-)=l(M.-M._,).^(p._^«P,, 
(5)sf'(x..)=l(M.^,-M,)-t(F.^,.2F.) 
(4) (4) (6) S'r'ix.- ) = F.= S; ^X.+ ) ...(2.42) 
A J J A J 
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The continuity of first derivative implies 
6 h^ 
M. +4M.HrM. = -^ (u. -2U.+U. J +—7 (7F. +16F.+7F. J 
J + 1 J J-1 .2 j + 1 J j-1 60 j + 1 J j-1 h 
j= 1(1)N-1 ...(2.43) 
and the continuity of the third derivative implies, 
V r ^ W r ^ (Fj^ ,.4F..F._,) , j = ,(1)N-1 ...(2.44) 
subtracting (2.44) from (2.43) and dividing by 6 we obtain 
1 h^ 
M.=— (u. -2U.+U. ) -^r^AF . +8F.+F. ) ...(2.45) 
J .2 J + 1 J J-1 120 J + 1 J j-r h 
Elimination of M, 's between (2.44) and (2.45) leads to 
the following useful relation; 
F. „+26F . +66F .+26F . ,+F . --j+2 J + 1 J J-1 j-2 
h 
The following additional spline relations may be 
obtained 
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1 h^ (i)m.=-—-(2u. +3U.-6U. +u. „)-v;^(2F.. +33F.+24F. + F. „) 
J 6h j+1 J j-1 j-2 720 j+1 J j-1 j-2 
(ii)T.=—-(u. -Su.+Su. -u. ^ )-—-(F. -33F.-27F. -F. ) 3 y3^ J+1 J J-1 J-2 120 J+1 J J-1 J-2 
...(2.47) 
We define A by Aw.= w, „+26w. +66w.+26w, +w. „ for 
J J+2 J+1 J J-1 J-2 
any function w evaluated at the mesh points. Then we have 
the following relations connecting u and its derivatives. 
(See Fyfe [43]). 
120 (1) Am. = — — (u. „+10u. -lOu. -u . ) 
J 24h ' j+2 J+1 J-1 J-2 
120 (ii) AM, = — - (u. „+ 2u. - 6u. +2u. +u . ^ ) 
J 6h ^ ^ -^  '^~ •^~ 
120 (iii)AT. = — - (u. „-2u . +2u . - u. „) 
J 2h ^ ^ ^~ ^ 
120 (iv) AF . = — - (u. ^ -4u . + 6u, -4u. + u. „) ...(2.48) 
J ^ J+2 J + 1 J J-1 J-2' 
Where m. = S , ( x . ) , M . = S, ( x . ) , T . = s : ^ ( x . ) a n d F .=s : ^ ( x . ) J A j j A j j A J j A J 
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SPLIME EBRQR ESTIMATES : 
In order to find the error estimates of the spline 
function approximation (2.40) we put E=e as before in 
relations (2.45),(2.46) and (2.47) and expand in powers of 
hD.Assuming the continuity of derivatives of u of 
sufficiently high order, we obtain 
I 
A J J 5040 J 21600 j 
/ON o / N 1 u^ (6) 1 ^ 6 (8) 1 ^8 (10) ^,^10, (2) S. (x.)=u,+——-h u. -—TTTrh u. +„^,^„h u. +0(h ) A J J 720 J 3360 j 86400 j 
,^. ^(3), , (3) 1 ^ 4 (7) 11 ^6 (9) ^,^8, (3) S, (x,) = u, — — — h u, +„;r;rr;rh u. +0(h ) 
A J J 240 3 30240 J 
(4), , (4) 1 ^ 2 (6) 1 ^ 4 (8) 1 ^6 (10) ^ ,^8, 
^'^ h (^ j^  = ^j - ^ ^ ^ ' 2^^ ^j - 7560^ ^j "°^^ ^ 
(2.49) 
Also we can obtain 
c(5), X (5) h (6)^ h^ (7) h"^  (9).^/u6. S, (x.-)=u. -- u. + TTT u. -—— u, +0(h ) ...(2.50) 
A J J 2 J 12 J 720 J 
and 
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From (2.50) and (2.51) we can get 
i,sf><vHsr^v"-rM'"r'-7^"r'-<^^> •••<--' 
and 
S< = '(x. + )-s' = '(x.-)=hu^''. ^  ,02) 9 ...(2.53) 
A J A J J 6 x7! J 
(6) 
From (2.53) we can get a good estimate of u. as : 
J h A J A J 6x7! J 
'^i 6 
=7:^  + 0(h ) ...(2.54) 
n 
Let e(x) = u(x)-S,(x), then for 0<e<1, 
A 
2 2 
e (x .+ eh) = e(x.)4^&he ( x . ) 4 — e ( x . ) + 
•J J J ^ *J 
O h ( 3 ) , . ^ h ( 4 ) , , e h ( 5 ) , , 
e (X.)+-7r7 e (X.)+ TTTTT- ^ ( X . ) + , 6 ^ j ' 24 ^ j ' 120 j 
...(2.55) 
Substituting from (2.49) to (2.53) in (2.55),we obtain 
Rn 
J 1440 J 5040 
•J \J * J 
©(e -1)(5e +5e +26© -84)^9 (9), x^^.u10^ /o ccN 
' „. h u (x.)+0(h ) ...(2.56) 
5x9! J 
The error is zero at ©=0 and 0=1 that is at x. and x. , 
J J + 1 
and also if u(x) is atmost a quintic polynomial so that its 
sixth and higher derivatives vanish.Therefore, 
I / ^^t ' .. r e^(G-i)^(2e^-2e-i) ^6 , (6), ,,, I e(x +€.h)| - Max [ —^ ^ ^ L h |u (x )|] = 
^ 0<©<1 ^ 
T¥360 I " ^ ' ^ ^ ^ j ^ I '••^'-''^ 
Using (2.54) we may write from (2.57) an estimate of 
the maximum error in x .<x:<x . ,, 
J J + 1 
u,5 
I^^^H- T5360 '"^^ f N j | . | d j + i n ' J = Hl)N-2 
We can summarize the above r e s u l t s i n the form of 
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THEOREM £.1 : 
Let S (x) be the unique quintic spline satisfying 
relations (2.49) and (2.56),for a given function ueC [a,b]. 
Then the following error estimates hold : 
||(S-u)^"^|| =0(h^""),for n=0(1)4 
2.5 PARAMETRIC QiaMTIC SPLINE FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.4 : 
4 
A function S.(X,T) of class C [a,b],which interpolates 
A 
U(X) at the mesh points x.,j=1(1)N, depends on a parameter 
«J 
T,reduces to ordinary quintic spline S.(x) in [a.b] as 
A 
T —^o is termed a parametric quintic spline function. 
Since the parameter T can occur in S.(X,T) in many ways 
A 
such a spline is not unique.The three parametric quintic 
splines derived from quintic spline by introducing the 
parameter in three different ways are termed as 'parametric 
quintic spline I ,11 and adaptive quintic spline'. 
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2.5.1 PARAMETRIC QUINTIC SF>LINE I 
If S,(x,r)=S»(x) is a parametric quintic spline 
satisfying the following differential equation in 
interval [x. ,x.3, 
sf'^\x)+r''s^^\x) = (F.+r^M.) J"^ +(F. +r^M. J ^ 
A j J h j-1 j-1 h 
= q .z + q z ...(2.58) 
2 " (4) 
where q,=F.+T M., S,(x.)=M. , S' '(x,)=F. and r >o 
then it is termed 'parametric quintic spline-I'. 
Solving the differential equation (2.58) and 
determining the four constants of integration from the 
interpolatory conditions at x , , and x., we obtain 
J-1 J 
- h^ S^(x) = zu.f zu._^+- [q^(z)M..q^(z)M._^]+ 
2 2 
(hAo)'^[-^^(z)-q.(z)]F. + (h/aO'^[4-q U)-QA2)]F. ^ 
D O 1 J 6 O 1 J-1 
. . .(2.59) 




In the same manner in [x.,x, ] we obtain 
\? -
2 2 
{h'^ C'l q^(z)-q.(z)]A/}F. +{h'^ ['|- q^(I)-q/I)]/o/}F , 6 o 1 j+1 6 o 1 J 
. . .(2.60) 
SPLINE RELATIONS : 
Continuity of the first and second derivatives implies 
that 
(DM. +4M .+M . = —- (u. -2u .+u . J + 
J + 1 J J-1 p^ 2 j + 1 J j-r 
6h^a-^F.^^+2n^F.+ «^F..^) 
(2)M. -2M.+M, =h^(«F. +2PF .+ * F . J ...(2.61) 
J+1 J J-1 J+1 J J-1 
The consistency relation fpr (2.61-2) leads to the 
equation -=tan - (see 2.3.2). 
From (2.61) we obtain 
M.= - ^ ( u . -2U.+U. J - h ^ [ ( « +5 )F, + J ^2 J+1 J J -1 1 6 J+1 
2(ni+§ )F,+(*-.+ %- )F. J . . . ( 2 .62 ) 
I D J I D J - 1 
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Substituting for M. ^,M. and M. , from (2.62) into 
j+1 J J-1 
(2.61) we arrive at the following useful relation 
"= '^J.2-^ « '= j .1-=F, .qF,_,^pF._3 = T fi * " j . . . ( 2 . 6 3 ) 
h 
where p =«^+ | , q=2c | (2«+n) - ( 'XyP^) , s=2[ i (a+4P) + ( * y 2 n ^ ) , 
oc=l^ (o.> cose 6.»-1),p=l^(1-w cot 6>), «^= -^ (1 /6 -« ) ,n^= i ^ (1 /3 - (3 ) 
W tt) 10 W 
Some other spline relations are : 
1 h^ (1)m.=- -TT-iu. -6u. +3U.+2U. ,)+—r [p F. „ + (p +2p)F. , J 6h' j+2 j+1 J j-1 6 j+2 o j+1 
.(p.2p^)F.«pF..,] 
(2)T,=-—(u. „-3u . +3u .-u , J-h[pF. „+(p -p+oi)F . , 
J ^3' J+2 J + 1 J j-r '^  J+2 '"^ o "^  J + 1 
+(p-p +n) F.-pF. .] ...(2.64) 
o J J-1 
where S , ( x . ) = m . , S, ^ ( x , ) = T . and p = 2 ( n , + 2 ) 
A j j A j j o 1 6 
1 1 —7 —8 As T—»0 t h a t i s 6.v-+0,then ( « , p , « ^ ,p^ ) - - • ( - , - , ^ ^ , • ^ ) 
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and (p ,p,q,s)—»—-(8,1,26,66),the spline defined by (2.59) 
reduces into quintic spline (2.40) and the above spline 
relations reduce to corresponding ordinary quintic spline 
relations. 
SPLINE EEROR ESTIMATES : 
Let S.(x) be the parametric quintic spline defined on a 
A 
uniform mesh, satisfying relations (2.61) to (2.64) for a 
given function u€ C [a.b] then we obtain the following 
equations 
1 1 2a -P 
(i) S^ (x.)=m.=u (x.)-[^.j (-^ ) h u' '(X.). 
'J^ 4 < W - )(«««,-2P,)]h^ '^ '(x.H0(h«) 
1 *"1~'^1 2 (4) (ii) S.(x,)=M.=u (x.)-[(|, + - ^ ) h u^^^x.) + A J J J 12 'X+P J 
1 1 (cvP^)^3(.Pp.^P) 
——— +- ( )]h u (x ) 
^^° ® (a +n )2 ^ 
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+ [- - + (_ + ) F— + 
20160 80(o<.+P) 6 oc+jl 4 4^, .+n) 
( _ _ _ _ _ ) 3, (_ ^ ^ ) c _ _ _ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] } h u (X . ) 
+ 0(h®) 
, . . . , S (X . ) = T . = U (X . ) + i - - j= - ; p r j h U (X . ) 
( m ) J J J 12 ot+n 2(ot+n)-' j ' 
+ [ +( _) + + ] h u ( x . ) 
^^° ^"^^ 2(«+P) 2 12(«+P) 4(<X+P)2 -^  
^ a^+P &x+p+4(&x+2P^) «P -«^P 
+ {- + _ ( ) + + + 
144 2 2 
«+P 48(oi+P) 4(«+P) 
^ } h u (X ) +0(h ) 
8(«+P) 72(«+P) ^ 
.• ..(^h . . 1 (^). . ! : ! ! V « V ,2 (6), , 
1 6(«+3« +p )+P [4^x^+P+6(ct +P ) ] 
{ _ + _ }h u (X . ) 
160(«+P) 48('X+P) 72(«+p) ^ 
+0(h^) . . . ( 2 . 6 5 ) 
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In general the 5th derivative and higher odd order 
derivatives of parametric quintic spline at node! points 
win be continuous if we choose parameter r or mesh size h 
such that : 
F . +F . =2F . cos 6> 
J+1 J-1 J 
In general the 6th derivative and higher even order 
derivatives of parametric quintic spline are continuous at 
nodal points.The following relations can be easily obtained. 
1 (^'>) ( 5 ) 
(1) ^ Cs;^ '''(x.+ )+s;^''(x.-)3 = 
2 A J A J 
^ (8« + P)+2(11«^+5P^) [(4<x+P)+6(«^+n^)^3 
96(OC+BT ~7, 172 ^ TTr 7^73 
48(oi.+p) 72(oi+P) 
,„x r « ( 5 ) / . „ ( 5 ) , , - , 2 , . ,1 -cosw ( 4 ) , 
. (1-cosw)C(X+2 (oc + p j ] , . . ^ 
2(«-^P) 2(cc.fl)2 ^ 24(.x+n) 
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+ (1-cosa))(— • :—=,- + 
[(4(x+n)+6(« + P ) ]^ 
^ - 1 - )] h^^^ \x )+ . . . . } 
36(«+P) -^  
. . . ( 2 . 6 6 ) 
e(x .+eh) = A, O^h'^u^'^^x.) +0 A h ^ u ^ ^ \ x . ) + e^ A h ® u ^ ^ \ x . ) J 1 J 2 J 3 J 
+ eA h ^ u ^ ^ \ x . ) + 0 ( h ® ) . . . ( 2 . 6 7 ) 
4 J 
where 
1 f J . ^1^^1 N ^ ^^ ^^ 1 ^ ,.3 (1-cos a O ( ( A - H ) 
2 2 2 
4 <ji 5 <j) (to Qfc+1 ) ( 1 - C O S < j t > ) . 
^ 720(oc+P)'*' 5040 (oc+P) ' 
. _!. !!i:I!i . 2 ^ ^ >^ 2^(.^ .p^ ) 4^ ^ ^ 
2 " 180 "^  6(a+P) ® W2 12(oc+P) ^ 120 ^ 2(oc+P)^ 
2 2 
w (<») oc + 1) 
10080(«+P) 
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2 01+2(iX^  +p ) .3 ^ (1 -cost^) («+2ai- +2P^ ) 
_ 2 "io 4(a+P) ~ r~2 •'"*' 4(c»:+P) ' 4(«+P) 
6 
4 2 «+2('X +P ) 5 'X+p-(1-cosw)(<3<+2« +2P ) 
.(1+^^- _ ) + ___^ [ 1 L ] 360 ^ ,, „,2 ' 5040 ' ^ , nN2 4(«+P) 2 («+p) 
2 2 
to (to ct + 1 ) } 
(2a .p )(«.2« .2P ) 2 
A.= f - (rrr;; + = ) + r- [x:rT + 
* '=^2 12(«-Hn)' ' ^ ' ° ' ' ' ""P* 
' 2(«+P)'' 4(«+p)'^  "^  
12(«.+P) 4(«+n)^ ^^ '^ ^ 12(«+P) 
0(+2(0( +p ) 
•)]} 4(a+P) 
As r-r.0 7.e.<•.<;< —0,6x,p,<x ,p )—->( t/6, ?/3,-7/360,-8/360) 
then (A^.A^) — ^ ( 0 , 0 ) , 
(©-1)^(2e^-2e-1) ^ , (©^-1)(e^-2)(©^- 1/2) 
A „ •* TTTX SITJ A . -* r-^.^ 
3 1440 4 5040 
which shows that the error estimate for parametric quintic 
spline reduce to error estimate of ordinary quintic spline 
(see Fyfe, [43]). 
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2 . 5 . 2 PARAMETRIC QIIINTIC ST'LINE-II 
If the function S.{x,r)=S.(x) is a parametric quintic 
A A 
spline satisfying the following differential equation in 
sub-interval tx._ ,x.] 
A ' ' A ' j j h j - 1 j - r h 
. . . ( 2 .68 ) 
2 
Where T>o,q = F . - T M . , i = j - 1 , j , then S^(x) i s termed as 
1 1 1 A 
'parametric quintic spline II'. 
Solving and using interpolatory conditions for finding 
constants of integration we obtain : 
- h^ 
S,(x) = ZU.+ zu. + - [q (z)M.+q (z)M. 1+ 
A ,3 j-1 6 0 J O j-1 
(h/«)'^[q2(z)-q^(z)u>^/6]F^ + (hAo)'^Cq2(z)-q^(i)wV6]Fj_^ 
. . .(2.69) 




SPLINE RELATIONS : 
Continuity of first and third derivatives yields the 
following spline relations : 
h 
6h^«,F.,,.2P,Y «,F._,) 
(2)M. -2M.+M. =h^(«F. +2pF .+<x F , J ...(2.70) 
J+1 J J-1 J+1 J J-1 
Using(2.70) we obtain 
h 
(2)pF. + qF. +sF,+qF. +pF. ^^ ^ 6^u ...(2.71) 
J+2 J + 1 J J-1 j-2 .4 J 
n 
<5'"'j=?f'"=j+l"(V^'"'=j.l""=*^''o'V"=J-l'-
•rr [u . „-6u . +3u .+2u . ,) 6h j+2 J+1 J J-1 
(4)j^=\^l-pf^^^ + {p-p^-oc)F^^^+ip^-p~fi)F^+pf^_^] + 
3 
(u. „-3u. +3U.-U. ^ )/h 
J+2 J+1 J j-r 
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where p=a^+|, a=2[l(2« +p)-C«,-p,), s=2[i(a+4P) + («^-2p^), 
«^=-^(-1/6+cO,P^=—(-1/3+P) ...(2.72) 
It is interesting to note that in case of parametric 
quintic spline II,fifth and higher order odd derivatives 
will be continuous if 
F, +F. , = 2F.cosh id 
In general the even order derivatives of parametric 
quintic spline II are continuous and satisfy the recursion 
formula 
(2n) _ w 2(n-2) 
S^ (x.) = (-; F. , n=3,4,5 ,... 
A J h J 
Following a procedure similar to the case of 
parametric quintic spline-I we can obtain error estimates 
for parametric quintic spline II,also.Omitting the details 
we state the following results: 
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e(x.+Oh) = A O^h'^u^'^^x.) +0 A h^u^^\x,)+ ©^ A h^u^^^x.) 
+ eA h''u^^\x,)+0(h^) ...(2.73) 
4 J 
Where A ,A ,A and A are defind in (2.67)and (2.72) 
1 ^ w *r 
As T—*0 i.e.w-*0, («,p,«a ,(3 )—*(1/6,1/3,-7/360,-8/360) 
2 2 
then (A^,A ) —-*(0,0), A,—-* ^ ^ " ^ M ^ "^ "^^ ^ and 1 2 3 1440 
(o^-i)(e^-2)(o^- 1/2) A —-> 4 5040 
which shows that the error estimate for parametric quintic 
spline .reduce to error estimate of ordinary quintic spline 
(see Fyfe, [43]). 
2.5.3 ADAPTIVE QXUNTIC SF'LIHE 
If the function S,(x,w) is a parametric quintic spline 
A 
satisfies the following differential equation, 
as; ^x,u>)-bs; ^x,w)= -—^(aF.-bT.)+ - ^ (aF, -bT. ). A A h J J h j-1 j-1 
...(2.74) 
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where xeCx. ,,x.],T.=S, (x . ,<.o), F .=S. {x . ,<^:-) ,<.o =bh/a>o, a,b 
(3) 
are constants,then S, (x,4)) is termed as 'adaptive quintic 
spline'. 
s o l v i n g (2.74) and using the i n t e r p o l a t o r y cond i t i ons 
we ob ta in 
s^(x,/ .o)=u Z4U z +^.^bp^i^)+4>2^^^^^'~^•^^'^'^^^^^'^'^^^^^^'^^•-^'^ 
^--o^iJM,(z)(Po(<'-0-e'"^)+X(p («) -1H*^(z)+zp r<^)+-p (<dz)+z] 
2 J i 2 2 2 4 4 
+"^2'^j-1'•"^•*'''/^^^'^2^"''''^®'^~''^'^"^"^^2^"'''^"°'^'^'2^^^'^^4^~^'^"^ 
p. ( -wz ) -z ] . . . ( 2 . 7 4 ) 
4 
><-Xj_^ - b b " 
where z= — , z = 1 - z , q . = F . — T . , <»>=-h, M .=S. (x . ,ti>), 
h J j a j a j A j 
•^  -v u 2 / 2 . , . 4 , 5 . , . 2 - , „ J / N w z <•<> -X = A.h /(si , A =h A(.» , f^ j ( z ) = <J:- z z / 2 , >^ ( z ) = e - z e - z 
2 N 
X = ( e ^ - 1 ) ' and PN(t) = l + t + | j +---+];n"' 
The function S.(x,w) on the interval [x.,x. 1 is 
obtained with j+1 replacing j in (2.74). 
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SPLINE RELATIONS : 
The condition of continuity of first and third 
derivative of SAx,o>) at x. yields the following equations: 
(i) (u. -2U.+U. J = k,M. +k^M,+k M. +k a. +k^q .+k^q . , j+1 J j-1 1 j+1 2 J 3 j-1 4 j+1 5 J 6 j-1 
(ii) M^^^-(1+e^'')Mj+e^'-Mj_^= >•.^a^->•.iP^{i^)-^)]Q^_^^ + 
[X(P2('.'.r)e''--P2(uO)-3]qj+CX(p2(-uO-1)e''-Vl]q^_^}A^ 
.(2.75) 
where k^  = (e -p^((^)X^, k^=le'\p^is.,i)-3) + i3-p^i-i>.\))'lX^, 
k^=le%^{-^^)-^]k^. 
'^4"~^2^'2^ (P2('-'-^ )-®'''')+X(P2(w)-1 )(1+'-'-i -e'^)+p^(uO-«-1], 
3 2 
k5=X2C-2w+| +Xa>^1-| )(1+e'')], 
and 
kgrX^C- ~ (P2(-<^ >)e*'^ -1)+X(P2(-w)-1)C(<v>-l)e^ Vl3+p^ (-u>)+.i)-1] 
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Since the condition for the continuity of fourth and 
higher derivatives is same as that of third derivative it 
follows that derivatives of all order for the adaptive 
quintic spline are continuous. 
For the sake of briefness,we omit error estimates for 
adaptive quintic spline. 
2.6 APPLICATIONS TO INTERPOLATION 
We consider the following problems 
(i) sin(iTx), xe Co,1] 
(ii) (exp(kx)-1)/(exp(k)-1), xe to,.8], k=12 
The numerical results obtained are listed in tables I, 
II,III and IV.Results show that for problem (i) with h=1/6 
and 0.1 =.525,the accuracy is in the following order: 
parametric quintic spline I, quintic spline,adaptive quintic 
spline and parametric quintic spline II. For cubic splines, 
the accuracy is in the following order: cubic spline in 
compression,cubic spline,spline in tension and adaptive 
cubic spline. 
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Problem (ii) has an exponential component with large 
gradient in a small region (boundary layer).We find that the 
oscillation free solutions are given by parametric quintic 
soline II,adaptive quintic spline,cubic spline in tension 
and adaptive cubic spline.The cubic spline (Ahlberg et al 
[1]) provides a very smooth curve fitting.Unfortunately, 
oscillations are present if a function or data has a convex 
character.To remove the osci nations, the spline in tension 
has been suggested by Cline [20] for curve fitting. 
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TABLE I : 
Errors 1n spline fit for problem (i),with h=1/6,Ci) =.525 
peirametric quintic splines 


















































Errors in spline fit for problem (i),with h=1/6 
parametric cubic splines 
in compression in tension adaptive cubic spline 
« =.525 « =.295 w =3. 
.137(-5) -.328(-3) -.566(-1) -.251(-3) 
.387(-5) -.897(-3) -.483(-3) -.687(-3) 
,524(-5) -.122(-2) .558(-1) -.939(-3) 
,524(-5) -.122(-2) .972(-1) -.939(-3) 
375(-5) -.898(-3) .112 -.687(-3) 
146(-5) -.328(-3) .977(-1) -.251(-3) 
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Errors in spline fit for problem (ii),with h=2/15 
parametric quintic splines 
I II adaptive quintic spline 
«=.525 <.,.>=. 525 6> =12 
.161(-5) -.320(-6) .593(-5) .154(-5) 
.337(-5) -.711(-5) .610(-4) .299(-5) 
.167(-4) -.352(-4) .302(-3) .148(-4) 
.827(-4) -.174(-3) .149(-2) .734(-4) 
.410(-3) -.864(-3) .742(-2) .364(-3) 
.157(-1) .121(-1) .340(-1) .156(-1) 
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Errors in spline fit for problem (ii),with h=2/15 
parametric cubic splines 
in compression in tension adaptive cubic spline 
Cui =.525 b> =.525 6> =1 . 
-.139{-5) .246(-5) .544(-5) -.123(-5) 
-.690(-5) .122(-4) .269(-4) -.613(-5) 
-.342(-4) .604(-4) .133(-3) -.303(-4) 
-.169(-3) .299(-3) .661(-3) -.150(-3) 
-.839(-3) .148(-2) .327(-2) -.745(-3) 
-.415(-2) .735(-2) .162(-1) -.369(-2) 
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C H A P T E R-ril 
SPLINE METHODS FOR SOLUTION OF A UNEAF! FOURTH-ORDER 
TWQ^POIMT BQIJKDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
3.1 INTRCa:)UC'TION : 




+f(x)u=g(x) , f(x) > 0 , for x eCa,b] 
with the boundary conditions : 
u(a)=« , u(b)=« 
u (a)=(3^  , u"(b)P2 ...(3.1) 
A particular case of this differential equation,often 
occurs in plate deflection theory such as the problem of 
bending of a uniformly loaded rectangular plate supported 
over the entire surface by an elastic foundation and rigidly 
supported along the edges [110,p.30]. 
It may not be possible to find the analytical solution 
of the system (3.1) for a7] f(x) and g(x).In such difficult 
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situations we have to approximate the solutions numericany. 
The numerical methods based on finite differences by 
which the solution of ordinary differential equations are 
approximated over a finite set of grid points x. e[a,b], 
have been developed by many authors [60,112]. usmani and 
Marsden [112] derived a difference scheme of order two for 
the solution of system (3.1),which leads to a five diagonal 
linear system, Jain et al [60] have developed methods of 
order two,four and six, making use of quadrature. 
Chawla and Katti [13] discussed the construction of 
finite difference methods for the two-point non-linear 
boundary value problems involving differential equations of 
order 2p ,using off-step points. 
Second order nodal collocation methods based on cubic 
splines are developed in [42] . In [97] second order 
collocation methods are considered which are based on 
quintic spline for solving a subclass of linear and non-
linear fourth order problems. 
In this Chapter we have obtained a class of methods of 
order two,four,and six,by using a non-polynomial parametric 
quintic spline,which reduces into quintic spline as the 
parameter tends to zero.In section 2 we formulate our method 
which lead to five diagonal linear system.In section 3 we 
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develop boundary formula of order six. In Section 4 a class 
of methods are given.In section 5 truncation error are 
given.In section 6 convergence analysis of the six order 
method is given finally in Section 7 numerical results are 
tabulated to show the superiority of our method. 
3.2 THE METHOD; 
We introduce the set {x,}, so that x.= a+jh, 
h=(b-a)/N , j = 0(1)N. 
The differential equation in(3.1) can be dsicretized by 
using the spline relations (2.63-iii).We obtain 
(-4.ghV_,)u._,.(1.phV.2).j.2=h*[p(9j,2+9j_2)^ 
•^ fSi + Z^i-l'+^S.] . j=2(1)N-2 ...(3.2) 




^''^ S b,u^_^+ch'u;;+h^ E d^ u^^^=o ...(3.3) 
k=o k=o 
where b ,C and d are arbitrary parameters to be determined. 
K K 
Now for (b ,b,,b^,b^)=(-2,5,-4,1), C=1 and 
O 1 2 3 
(d,d,d,d)=(-1/360)(28,245,56,1) the diffrence equations 
(3.3) become 
2 h^ (4) (4) (4) (4) (i) -2u +5u -4u +u +h u"-—-(28u' +245u^ , +56u' '+u' )=0 0 1 2 3 0 360 0 1 2 3 
4 
(ii) -2U.+5U, -4u, „+u, ,+h^u';--^ (28uf,'^ +^245u^ '*\ + 
N N-1 N-2 N-3 N 360 N N-1 
(4) (4) 
8 (8) 
With truncation error t =(241/60480)h u (() 
By replacing u" by P..u" by p and eliminating the 
fourth derivatives of u by using system(3.1) we obtain 
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'^ ' ' = ^ ^ \ ' " l ^ < - ^ ^ ^ \ ) " 2 * ' ^ ^ f3'"3 = 
4 28 4 2 h 
<2- 360^ fo'*r^ P,*360<2«V^''=«1*5«32*=3' 
'"' '^^^V3'V3^'-^^*'V2'V2^'«^^Vl)Vl 
4 28 4 2 h 
. . .(3.5) 
The system (3.2) gives us N-3 equation for the N-1 
unknowns u., j=1(1)N-1.From equation (i) and (ii)in (3.5) we 
•J 
obtain two more relations .Therefore the equations (3.2) and 
[(3.5)(i,ii)]form an (N-1)x(N-1) linear system to be solved. 
To retain the band width of the coefficient matrix as 
five, when we use the sixth order method we have to develop 
a formula with truncation error 0(h ).The following 
identities are developed.See Henrici [47] chapter 5 and 6. 
3. 3 DEVELOPMEHT OF THE BOHMDARY FORUMULAS : 
We assume that the solution u(x) of the given system 
(3.1) has sufficiently high order derivatives .Then we 
define the following identities : 
T^553 
3 „ 3 
(i) E b.u.+ch^ u +h^ I d^  u^^^e h^ u^^^e h^^^^t =0 
k=o *" "^  ° k=o '' '^  ^ ° 2 o 1 
3 4 
^ • • ^  r^  u* . *.- ' ,-4 - ,* (4) * .5 (5) * .6 (6) * 
(n) £ b, u. + c h u +h T 6, u , +e, h u^  +^e„ h u^  '^ +t =0 
T_^ k k o . ^ ' k k l o 2 o 1 
k=o k=o . ..(3.6) 
* 10 
In order that t and t is 0(h ) ,we find that, 
[b^,b^.b2,b2.c]=[-2,5,-4,1,1]. 
[d^.d^.d^, d,^ ,e^ ,e2] = (;^ ^^ ) [-3536,-30375,-7722, 53,300, 279] 
# 5#I 3k !k ^ 
and also [b ,b, ,b ,b„ , c ]= [-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3],and 
o 1 2 3 
[d*,d*,d*,d*,e*,e* l = i-^~^ )[529,-18090,-5157,38,1074,288] 
^ ^ ^- ^ 2 4 1 .10 (10), „, 
and truncation error are t =-———- h u ( C). 1 907200 
* 29 .10 (10),,.. 
1 100800 
Eliminating u which is not specified from both the 
o 
equations in(3.6) and simplifying ,we obtain 
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^^-!li^ ^^)-o^-^^^^)^".^ ^<-Ilio^^)-o 
JO ' o JO"' ^'^jo ' o ' ^ j o ^ '•907200 ^o 100800-" 
( 3 . 7 ) 
where 
4 ' 
h (300 f +558hf ) 
Where y = 
° 4 5 ' (1611h f +864h f +136080) 
o o 
G. = ( 1 / 4 5 3 6 0 ) ( - 3 5 3 6 g -30375g - 7 7 2 2 g „ + 5 3 g „ ) , 
JO O 1 2 3 
e I / II II II 
4>. =h C300( - f u +g ) + 2 7 9 h ( - f u - f u +g ) ] / 4 5 3 6 0 + 
^ J O O O O O O O O O 
, ^ 3536 ^4^ , ^2„ 
^-2^4516^^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r 
G* =(529g -18090g -5157g +38g^)/30240, 
JO O 1 2 3 
I I II II II 
u +g ) + 2 8 8 h ( - f u - f u +g 
JO O O O O O O O O 
0 * _ = h ^ [ 1 O 7 4 ( - f _ „ + _ ) „ ^ ^ u ^ ^ ) ] / 3 0 2 4 0 
' ^ ' / 2 ^ ^ i « ^ \ ^ •••'^•«' 
obviously as h—*0 ,;••' —>0, 
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For right hand boundary in the same manner we obtain 
.,^ 30375 ^4^ , ,„ 18090 ,4^ ,^  
[(54 h f )-y (9+ h f )] u + 
••^  45360 N-V 'N^ 30240 N-r"* N-1 
^, , 7722 ^ 4^ , , 9 5157 ^ 4^ 
^^-^^^53^*^ V2^-^N^-2-^302^'^ V2^^" H-2^ 
53 4 38 4 4 
45360 N-3 'N 30240 N-3 N-3 jN ' N jN 
J* i r 241 29 ,^10 (10),„, ^  ,^  „, 
f^'jN-V'jN^^fgOTioO ->N 100800^^ ^ ^^' ^ =° •••^^•^) 
^^^^^ ^jN='-45l60^^-2^2^^N-2°2^^^N-r^^22S-2" ^^^N-3)' 
G*^=(1/30240)(529g^-18090g^_^-5157g^_2+38g^_3), 
^jN= 4^f-2°°^-^N V ^N^^ 2^^^ ^ -^ N V ^ N "N ^ ^N ^^' 
, „ 3536 ,4^ , ^2„ 
f-2 -^  45360 ^ ^ N ' V " ^r 
II ti . 5 , / II 
0 . = ^ ^ , ^ [ -1074 (-f^, u^, + 9^, )+ 288 h ( - f . , u^- f . , u + 9^ ) 3 
^ j N 30240 N N N N N N N N 
,11 529 . 4 . . . 
-^-2 ^ 30240 ' ^N^*2' 
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h"^  (300f,-558hf „) N N , ^ V ...(3.10) 
4 5 ' (1611h f„-864h f,+136080) 
N N 
3.4 k CLASS OF METHODS ; 
All the previous methods are special cases of our 
method ,for different choices of parameters p,q and s. 
(i) If we choose p=q=0 and s=1 ,we get the scheme 
4 4(4) (5 u,= h u. , j = 2(1)N-2 of second order with truction error 
1 6 I (6), ,, ...(3.11) 
T .=- h M^, where M^= Max u (x) J 6 6 6 . . • • 
a5:xib 
Which is developed by Usmani and Marsden [112]. 
(ii) If we choose p=0, s=2/3, q=1/6 ,we obtain the fourth 
order finite difference method 
d^u. = ^ ^ [U^.\^ 4 u^.'^ u^^^] , j = 2(1)N-2 ...(3.12) 
J 6 j+1 J J-1 
and(iii) If we take (p,q,s)=y2Q(-''-124,474) we get the sixth 
order method 
. . .(3.13) 
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Fourth and six order methods have been obtained by Jain 
et al [60].Mention that their boundary equations are only 
fourth order,Using (3.1),(3.5) and (3.13),our sixth order 
scheme depending on five consecutive mesh point is 
'^ > <=^  is^'^'",^'-^^ ^ \ ' V " ^ '^^ 3= 
4 
28 4 2 h (2- r—r h f„)oc -h P + :;^ 7r(28g^ +245g +56g^+g^) 
360 0 1 '1 360 0 1 2 3 
^''^ ^'-TTo ^j.2^ j^.2^ -^^ ^ li ^ S.I^^J.I^^'"T1^^''J^V 
^-^^7i^Vl^-l"^^-7l^ V 2 ^ - 2 
.4 
[474g.+l24(g..,g. J-(g..,+g. J] j=2(l)N-2 
720 j j + 1 J-r ^j+2 "j-2 
(iii)(,._|_h\.3)u^_3.(-4.||^\_^)u„.3-K6*|||h\_,).^., 
. . .(3.14) 
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Equation (3.14) forms an (N-1)x(N-1) system.This system 
can be written in matrix form as 
AU=R . .(3.15) 




6+ — - h f, , when j=k=2(1)N-2 
124 4 
-4+ 7 ^ h f ._^  , when k-j = 1 , j = 2( 1 )N-2 
124 4 
-4+ ^^^ h f._ , when j-k=1,j=2(1)N-2 
720 j+1 
h 1- j ^ f._2 . when j-k=2,j=3(1)N-2 
1- T ^ ^-^o ' when k-j=2,j=2(1-)N-3 
720 j+2 
|j-k| >2 
245 4 56 4 h 
^"^ ^ , r " ^'^360 "" ^ ' ^,2"" -^^360 ^ '2' ^ . 3 = ^ ^360 ^3 
245 4 
Vl,N-r "^^  360 "^  V l N-1.N~2 
. 56 .4^ 
•^ "360^  V 2 ' 




and R is the Column vector ir ,r r ] given by 
28 . 4„ . . 2„ h"^  
^'^ 'r^^-JEo ^ ^o^^r*^ Pl^ 363^289^-^2459^+5692+93) 
, j=3(1)N-3 
(iii) r^= h [s g^ +q (gj^^+gj_^)+ P 9^j^ 2'^ 3j_2)] ,J=3(1)N-3 
^4 
^''^ ^ 2 = 720 ^''' V2-^ ^ 24 (g,_3+g,.i)- (g,_,+g, ) 
^4 
^'' 720 ^ N^*2 
28 . 4_ . , 2„ h^ 
where u^=«^, u^=«2, u^=P^.u^ =P^ 
The above system can be solved by Gauss elimination method 
or any other suitable method. 
3.5 TRUNCATION ERRORS ; 
Truncation errors of various methods are listed below: 
(i) For second order scheme the truncation error is 
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(ii) For fourth order method truncation error is 
y^h«u<«'(f.) • '<j-2< f J < V 2 • J = 2(1)N-2 
and (iii) The trunction error of the sixth order method is 
1 ^10 (10), ,. , 
^ ^ ( C J . X, ^ < ^. , <x..^ , j=2(1)N-2 3024 ^ ' j' ' j-2 • j ^^3+2 
(iv) The truncation error of the boundary formula (3.3) is 
t.=(241/60480)h^u^^\c.) . i=1.N 
(v)The truncation error of the developed boundary formula 
(3.6) is 
t. = (241/907200+?'29/100800)h^°u^^°^C ), i = 1 ,N 
as h—* 0 ,> .—*0 
J 
3.6 COHVEkGEtiCE OF THE METHOD : 
The proof of convergence for second and fourth order 
methods have been given by Usmani and Marsden [112] and Jain 
et al [60] respectively.Here we prove the convergence of 
sixth order scheme.Let us write the error equation of sixth 
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order method as 
AE«T . . .(3.17) 
where E = (e.), is the (N-1)-dimensiona1 column vector 
J 
with e., the error of discretization defined by 
J 
e.=u(x.)-u,.In other words e. is the amount by which 
J J J J 
computed solution u. deviates from the actual solution u(x.) 
J J 
at x=x , and A is a five-band matrix which can be described 
J 
as 
A = M + El F , F = h"^  diag(f .) .(3.18) 
Elements of A =(a. ) are given by equation (3.16). The 








! j-k| >2 . . .(3.19) 
and the Matrix B is of the form B = B-fC , B = (b. ) 












|j-K| >2 .(3.20) 
and C = (57-48375 }• , )/5040 
1 J I J 
C ,^ = (-40+87282 ?-.)/20160 
1 ) t J 
C =(10-45303 't ,)/45360 
1 1 J J 
Vl.N-r^^^-^^2^^ }-j)/5040 
C = (10- 45303 >• . )/45360 
N-1,N-3 ^ 'jN^ 
and C . , =0 otherwise J,k 
Since f(x)> 0 for x €[a,b],we have B F = h B diag(f.)>0 
and this impliese that A> M .We have to show that matrix M 
and under certain conditions, matrix A are monotone or to 
-1 -1 
show that the elements of M and A are non-negative.Let 






j = k 
|j-k| =1 
|j-k| =2 .. .(3.21 ) 
we can verify that M=P (See [112]).Then we have from 
(3.18) that 
A • M + B F « P 4 D , where D • B F 
Usmani and Marsden [112] have shown that 
2 -1 -2 -2 2 -2 4 
P'^  A =[I-DP '^][l +(DP ''r+ (DP ^) + ... ] . .(3.22) 
Let F = h f„ B , where f = Max f(x) 
M M 
[a.b] 
By Gershgorin's theorem eigenvalues of B lie inside the 
circle 
474, 
;. - —-[=25/72<1 ,hence 
|p(F)| = |h'f^p(B)|<f|-h\ 
2 
we know that ,o(P )= - cosec (n/2N) 1 -— 1, then 
4 8 
p(DP ^Y^ p(D)p(P "yi p(F)p''(P Y^~^ h^ fj^ N^  
. .(3.23) 
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4608 if f < J ^^^ system (3.23) will converge .The 
25(b-a) 
2 
matrix P is monotone (see Henrici [47]) and hence M = P is 
also monotone. 
Now if P ^ > P ^ F P ^ (3.24) 
-2 -2 -2 
Then G= P - F* F F* is a positive matrix and hence 
A =GM, where M =I+a positive matrix , will also be a 
positive matrix. 
Let B = B + C .where b, and C. are given in (3.20) 
and Let P'^=(a* ), P"^ B P"^ =(b* ) and P~^ C P~^ =(C* ) 
J , K J > K J 1 K 
we know that [112] 
* 
a. , 
! ^ t2,.i-4!S^ >o 
i i ^ ' r 3. .1 - 4^% >o 
j > k 
, J ^- k 
We know that (b. ) is symmetric 
J J k 
N-1 
* 474 _ * * 124 _ * * 
j.k 720 .^ ^ ^j.i ^i,k "*" 720 .^ ^ ^j,i i^ + 1,k "^  
T a. , a. 
720 .^ 2 J'"" "'-•''*^  
,j i^  k 
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- * -
and C, =a. ^ (C^  a +C, „a „ +C^ ^ a ^ , )+ 
j,k J, 1 1 ,1 1 ,k 1,2 2,k 1,3 3,k 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
^j,N-/'^N-1 ,N-3 ^N-3,k '''^ N-1,N-2 ^N-2,k '*'^ N-1 , N-1 N-1 , k ^  
Since all a. , >0 ,it implies that C. , ^ 0 
J,k j,k 
From (3.20) and (3.24) it follows that A will be monotone if 
* 4 * * 
a. > h f, r b . , + C . , ) 
J,k M j,k j.k 
* * 
a. a . 
or f < - — - _ i i i ^ — - < - - ^ , since C* > 0 
h (b. .+C. . ) h b. . ^' 
J 1 k J , k J > k 
We can conclude that A is monotone if 
a* 4608 
V^^^ ^ 4'; ' 4 ^ h b, , 25 (b-a) J,k 
From (3.17) it follows that jj E\\< A jjTjj.Since the matrices 
A and M are both monotone and A>M it follows[47]that A <M 
In order to derive a bound on i e,! and a bound on 
E il =max je.|,by following [112] we obtain 
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N-1 
\e_.l< max(t \ ^ a*^^ < max {^^ h^° u^^°\o. 
i ^ k=1 
/ 241 29 ,^10 (10),,., ,^~^ * 
^907200 ^ ^j 100800 ^^ ^ ^ ' ^  ^ E J^ • k 
K— 1 
But as h —*Q Y •—' O.then 
N-1 
I e.l < - 1 - h ^ V , r a* , < - 4 - X -II- (b-a)^h^M,, 
' j' 3024 10 *-_ j,k 3024 4608 10 
K— 1 
25 u^ w .K 4^ ...(3.25) h M^„(b-a) 
~ 13934592 10 
Hence 
II E II =0(h^) , as h -^0 
Therefore the method defined by (3.8) for the numerical 
solution of the system (3.1) is convergent. 
We summarize the above results in the following theorem 
THEOREM 3.1; 
Let u(x) be the exact solution of the system (3.1) and 
let u., j=1(1)N, be the computed solution.If E is given by 
(3.17) and f(x) satisfies 
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h b. , 25(b-a) J,k 
then IJE 11 =0(h ) and satisfies (3.25) .neglecting all errors 
due to round-off 
3.7 NUMERICAL RESULTS : 
In this section we present the results obtained by the 
three numerical methods discussed in section 3 to the 
following two-point boundaryvalue problems. 
EXAMPLE Ci:): 
u^^^+xu =-(8+7x+x^)e^ ...(3.26) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0)=0 , u(1)=0 
u"i;0)=0 , u"(1)=-4e ...(3.27) 
The analytical solution of (3.26) is u(x) = x(1-x) e 
EXAMPLE <:il); 
(4) 
u + 4u = 1 ...(3.28) 
Subject to the boundary conditions 
u(± 1)=0 , u it 1)=0, ...(3.29) 
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The analytical solution is : 
u(x) = .2Jj[1-2(sin 1 sinh 1 six x sinh x +cos 1 cosh 1 cos x 
cosh X ) /(cos 2 + cosh 2 )] 
EXAMPLE CIII): 
(4) 2 3 
u -xu=-(11+9X+X -X )exp(x), ...(3.30) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(-1)=u(1)=0, 
u (-1) = 2/e , u (1)=-6e ...(3.31 ) 
2 
with exact solution u(x)=(1-x )exp(x). 
As the problem 3.28 is symmetrical about the origin, we 
solve both the problems over interval [0,1]with step lengths 
h=2 ,m=3(1)5 and the maximum absolute errors are listed in 
table I.We solved the boundary value problem (3.30) with 
step lengths mentioned above the results are given in table 
II,and compare with result in Chawla [13]. 
It is verified from tables that on reducing the 
step-size from h to h/2,the maximum observed error JEJ is 
approximately reduced by a factor (1/2) , where n is the 
theoretical order of numerical method. 
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TABLE I;; 
Maximum errors in solution of problems for h=2 ,m=3(1)5 
Problem with variable coefficient 
m Second order Fourth order Sixth order method 
method method Our In [60] 
3 1.47(-3) 5.49(-7) 2.47(-9) 1.913(-7) 
4 4.15(-4) 2.83(-8) 3.93(-11) 3.117(-9) 
5 1.07(-4) 1.67(-9) 3.25(-13) 4.983(-11) 
Problem with constant coefficients 
3 2.48(-5) 1.47(-8) 1.87(-11) 5.073(-9) 
4 6.82(-6) 7.57(-10) 2.76(-13) 8.167(-11) 
5 1.74(-6) 4.47(-11) 2.99(-13) 1,302(-12) 
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TABLE II: 
Maximum errors in solution of example III for h=2 ,m=3(1)5 
m Second order Fourth order Sixth order method 
Our in [13] Our in [13] Our in [13] 
3 4.9(-2) 7.5(-2) 5.8(-5) 9.8(-5) 8.2(-7) 6.9(-7) 
4 1.5(-2) 1.9(-2) 3.8(-6) 5.0(-6) 1.8(-8) 2.2(-8) 
5 4.3(-3) 4.7(-3) 2.5(-7) 2.9(-7) 3.5(-10) 4.0(-10) 
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C H A P T E R-IV 
QUINTIC SPLINE SOLUTION OF A LINEAR FOiJRTH-ORDER TWO-POIMT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION; 




+f(x)u=g(x) , for x e[a,b] 
with the boundary conditions : 
u(a)=<x^ , u(b)=<X2 
u'(a)=|3^  , u'(b)=P2 ...(4.1) 
Where the function f(x) and g(x) are continuous on 
[a,b].Two point boundary value problems of the type (4.1) 
arise in plate deflection theory .The problem of bending a 
rectangular clamped beam resting on an elastic foundation is 
a particular case of (4.1).It may not be possible to find 
analytical solution of the equation (4.1) for all f(x) and 
g(x).In such difficult situations,we have to approximate 
the solutions numerically. 
Finite difference methods for (4.1) are given by 
Babuska et.al. [8],Katti [65] and Usmani [113].Babuska et al 
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3/2 
have shown that the resulting error is 0(h ),provided 
f(x)iO on [a,b].Usmani has given methods of order 2,4 and 6 
for the problem(4.1).Whi1e his methods of order 2 and 4 lead 
to five-diagonal linear systems,the sixth order method leads 
to a nine-diagonal linear system.Usmani has shown that the 
boundary value problem (4,1), possesses a unique solution 
provided, 
4 
inf , ,^ f(x)=-n>-o/(b-a) with a=500.5639... 
aixlb 
Katti gives a sixth order method for non-linear case of 
(4.1),which in linear case leads to afive-diagonal linear 
system. 
Spline collocation methods for fourth-order two-point 
boundary value problems are given by Fyfe [42], Russell and 
Shampine [97] and Irodotou-El1ina and Houstis[50]. Second 
order nodal collocation methods based on cubic splines for 
linear case is given by Fyfe.Second order collocation method 
based on quintic spline, for solving a subclass of linear 
and non-linear fourth order two point boundary value problem 
is given by Russell aid Shampine .Sixth order collocation 
method based on quintic spline for general fourth order 
linear two-point boundary value problems, have been 
developed by Irodotou-El1ina and Houstis. 
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Recently Chawla and Subramanian [17] described a sixth 
order method by using quintic splines for the solution of 
equation (4.1).But this method is based on Bickley's [11] 
idea of using the continuity conditions to construct a cubic 
spline approximation, here it is used only after some other 
methods (e.g.finite difference methods) has been used to 
obtained accurate nodal values. 
In this chapter we have obtained a class of methods of 
order two, four and six, by using a non-polynomial 
parametric spline I.In section 2,we present the formulation 
of this method.To retain the band width of the coefficient 
matrix as five,we develop the boundary equations with 
truncation error 0(h ) in section 3.In section 4 and 5 we 
give a class of methods with truncation errors respectively. 
In section 6, we prove the convergence of our methods,and in 
section 7,we present the numerical results that verify the 
theoretical behaviour of our methods. 
4.2 THE METHOD: 
At the grid points x,, j=2(1)N-2, where x.=a+jh, 
vj J 
j=0(1)N, the given differential equation in (4.1) can be 
discretized by using the spline relations in (2.63-iii) so 
that we obtain 
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(1+PhV^2^ u,^ -^^  (_4+qhV^^)u.^^+ (6+shV)u.^ 
(-4.qhV_^)u._^.(1.phV_2)u._2=h^ [p(g.^2"g._2). 
q(g.^+g. J+ sgJ . J=2(1)N-2 ...(4.2) 
J+1 J-1 J 
To retain the band width of the coefficient matrix as 
five when we use the sixth order method we have to develop a 
formula with truncation error 0(h ). The following 
identities are developed . 
4.3 DEVELOF'MENT OF THE BOUNDARY FC^ MIILAS : 
We assume that the solution u(x) of the given system 
(4.1) has sufficiently high order derivatives .Then we 
define the following identities : 
3 3 
(i) ^ b u , + ch^ u" +h'^  r d, u.^ '^ ^ e h\^^^+ e^h^u^^^t =0 
,'^ kk o ,*'kk 1 o 2 o 1 k=o k=o 
,..^  « .* *. ' .4 „ * (4) * 5 (5) * 6 (6) * (ii) 2] b. u + c h u +h j; d. u^ ^+e. h u^  +e.h u^^+t.=0 
, K K O , K K 1 , ,. ., V, , ., ,. , o 2 o 1 k=o k=o 
(4.3) 
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By using (4.3,ii),in order that.t is 0(h ),we find 
that 
[b*,b*,b*,b*,c*]=[-11/2,9,-9/2,-3] .and 
[d* .d* ,d* ,d* ,e* ,e* ]= [3,-9/10,0,0,0,0]. 
We obtain the second order boundary formulas as follows 
(i) _llu +9U --|u,+u -3hP = ^  [-3u^^^18u;^^]+-^ hV^\r) 2 o 1 2 2 3 ' 1 2 0 o 1 4 0 '1 
9 11 (ii) u u +9u u +3h0 
^ ' N-3 2^N-2 N-1 2^ N ' 2 
=5^''<-X'*^^i '^"'°'<^ s' •••<^ -^ ' 
where x^<C^<X3 , and x^_3<C^ <x^ 
# A 
Using (4.3,ii),in order that t is 0(h ), we find that, 
Cb* ,b* ,b* ,b* ,c*]=[-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3,],and 
4 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^s 
[d^ ,d^  ,d^ ,d^ ,e^  ,B^ ]= - ^ [8,151,52,-1,0,0]. 
We obtain the fourth order boundary formulas as follows 
(i) -^« , « " r - | vV^i ' t 
<[8u<*'.15,u<*Wu<^'-u'^>].^u'''(C. ) 280'- o 1 2 3 6720 '1 
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<"> V 3 - - f V a - ^ ^ - r ^ ^ ' " N *^ ''P2 
"' [-u.<*' .52 u<*'.,6, u < \ W * > ] . ^ U'«\CJ 
280 ^  N-3 N-2 N-1 N 6720 'N 
...(4.5) 
* 10 In order that t and t is 0(h ) ,we find that, 
[b^,b^,b2,b2,c]=C-2,5.-4,1.1]. 
[d ,d,d,d,d,ee3=[-3536,-30375,-7722,53,300,2791/45360 
O I 4S. w O I ^ 
and also [b ,b ,b ,b ,c ]=[-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3], 
O I ^ o 
[d*,d*,d*,d*,e*,e* ] = ( 3 o ^ ) [529,-18090.-5157,38,1074,288] 
^ ^ ^- ^ 241 .10 (10),„, 
and truncation error are ^<-~^7r^^7^ h u (C ) 
t*=-||_h'°u<'°>((:). where x. ,<t<x.^, 1 100800 • J-2 j+2 
Eliminating u which is not specified from both the 
o 
equations in (4.3) and simplifying, we obtain 
( i ) r^u^ ^r^u^ +r3U3 --r^ 
^''^ '^U-3 V 3 ^ > ' N - 2 V 2 •'^•N-I V r ' N • • • ^ ^ • ' ^ 
where r^ = \.ie^ ^ r ® 2 ^ 1 ^''o'*"'^^1 •'^1 ' ''^^2 '^r®2'^1 ^'^o'*''^^1 ^ ' 
r^=[ (e jd^ ~ed)F +cd*]F„ - [ (e^b^ -eob!)F +cb* ] , 2 2 2 2 2 O 2 2 2 2 2 2 O 2 
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>- ,= [Ce :d3-e^d ; )F^ .cd3* ]F3 - Ke*b3 -e^b3* )F^ . . cb * ] . 
3 
k::0 
e 2 ( « * z , * e * h Z j ) ] « h = ( e * z , + e * h Z 2 ) - h n , [ e / ^ ( e , F ^ « e 2 F ^ ) + 
<'=-''2'^o"<V"2V=*''*'^o«l"4V^2''^-^<"2V"2<'^ 
+ c ( b - F d )a,, 
o o o 1 
^ 3|C 3t( 
y = [ ( e d - e d )F +cd IF 
^N-1 ' • ^ 2 1 2 r N r N-1 
^ ^ 3|C 
[ ( e b - e b )F +cb ] , 
y = r ( e d - e d )F +cd I F . - [ ( e b - e b )F +cb ] , 
^N-2 ' • ^ 2 2 2 2^ N 2-' N-2 ' • ^ 2 2 2 2^ N 2 •" ' 
y = [ ( e d - e d )F +cd ]F - [ ( e b - e b )F +cb ] , 




'= -«2^"-<^N*2«2V='""V2t '^2V^^o>-^<«2V^2<'^ 
* * 
+c b -F^d )a^ , 
o N o 2 
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A ' R ' ' ' II II 
and r F =h f, , F =h f , z =g - f u , z.=g - f u , 
. ' ' ^ k k o o I 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 k=o 
// // 3 
k=o 
4.4 A CLASS ()F METHODS : 
Most of the known methods are special cases of our 
method, for different choices of parameters p,q and s. 
(i) If we choose p=q=0 and s=1 , we get the scheme 
4 4(4) (3 u.=h u. , j = 2(1)N-2 of second order with truncation error 
T.=-^h*'M„ , where M„= Max lu (x)} ...(4.7) 
i 6 0 6 . . 
(ii)If we choose p=0, s=2/3, q=1/6, we obtain the fourth 
order finite difference method, 
4 h ^ (4) (4) (4) 
6 u =-^ ? Wr':^ 4 u;^^ u _ M , J=2(1)N-2 ...(4.8) 
and(iii)If we take (p,q,s)=—T-rrr(-1,124,474) we get the sixth 
order method 
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. . .(4.9) 
which has been obtained by Usmani [113]. 
4.5 TRUNCATIOW ERRiJRS; 
Truncation errors of various methods are listed below: 
(i) For second order scheme the truncation error is 
^ h^u^^^r ) , X < C.<x.^- , j=2(1)N-2 
o J J-2 J J+2 
(ii) For fourth order method truncation error is 
and (iii) The truncation error of the sixth order method is 
^ h^°u^^°\c . ) , X. ^<C .<x. , , j = 2(1)N-2 3024 '' j " j-2^ j J+2 ' 
(iv)The truncation error of the developed boundary formula 
(4.3) is 
* r 29_,. 10 (10),„ , . ^  ^, 
^ = ^ 100800^^ " ^^i^' ^ = ^''' 
4.6 CQNVER<JENCE OF THE METHOD : 
The proof of convergence for fourth order methods have 
been given by Usmani [113] by following Usmani here we prove 
the convergence of sixth order method (equations (4.4) (4.5) 
and (4.8)).Let us write the error equation of our sixth 
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order method in matrix form: 
AE«T .,.(4.10) 
where E=(e.), is the (N-1)-dimensional column vector 
which is the amount of deviations of computed solution from 
the actual solution,and A is a five-band matrix,described 
as follows 
A = M + B h diag(f .) ..(4.11) 
where Matrix M is defined below; 
"'i,r'"N-i,N-r<"^*TT7lo ^ '• 
%,2=Vl.N-2 = <-'^'"672 ^'' 








1 J-k 1 =1 
1 j-k 1 = 2 
1 j-k 1 > 2 (4.12) 
and the Matrix B is of the form B = (b. , ) with 
J,k 
b. = b, / 67 ^ 811 , 
1,1 N-1,N-1 ^ 112 i 80640 
b. _ = b . - ( - ^ . F^  ,359^,,, 
1,2 N-1,N-2 ' 1120 i 627200 
.= b. , = (: 
19 

















|j-k| >2 (4.13) 
Usmani [113] has shown that M is a monotone matrix and 
* 
.(4.14) 
1 O^ yt O 
II M II = max . X; m. < N (1+8/N )/384 
J J » K 
— 1 * 
where M = (m. , ). J.k 
Now from (4.10) and (4.11),we obtain 
E=A"^T=: (M+BF.>~''T =(I 4 M""* BF)~"'M"''T, where F=h'^ diag(f .) . 
I E II = J (I + M"^ BF f M ' V II 
(I . M-W)-^ I • I M'' I • I T B 
IX B-P II 
. . . ( 4 . 1 5 ) 
1-
. -1 provided || M fl-|B|>^F| <1 . For proof see Froberg [ 4 0 ] . 
By Gershgorin's theorem,eigenvalues of B given in(4.13) 
lie inside the circle. 
474 1^ 720 I = 25/72 < 1 , hence <1 (4 .16) 
n l lT II w 1 ^ I »i r 1 u^O ( • ' 0 ) /* ' X 2 9 . 1 0 ( 1 0 ) , „ , , 
also ||T.||=Max | t . |=Max { ^ ^ h u ( U , j ^ ^ ^ h u^ \()) 
_'_-. . h M. _ 3024 10 . . . ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
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where M = n f i a x | u ^ ^ ° \ c ) j 
a l s o we have ||F ||=h^max |"F(x) | =h^f,^ ( 4 . 1 8 ) 
X 
Using ( 4 . 1 4 ) , ( 4 . 1 6 ) , ( 4 . 1 7 ) and ( 4 . 1 8 ) i n e q u a t i o n ( 4 . 1 5 ) 
we o b t a i n 
II E J < Kh® . . . ( 4 . 1 9 ) 
whe 1 . , „ V v -1 . ( b - a ) ' ^ + 8 ( b - a ) h ^ '"e K = ~:rzr~ M, A ( 1 - f X) , X=-
3024 10 M 384 
provided that f„ < l/X 
M 
Thus II E II =0(h^) , as h -* 0 
Therefore the method defined by (4.8) for the numerical 
solution of the system (4.1) is convergent. We summarize the 
above results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1; 
Let u(x) be the exact solution of the system (4.1) and 
let u., j=1(1)N, be the computed solution.If E is given by 




and IJM | | . | | B M | F | | <1 . 
where M and B defined in (4.12),(4.13) and F=h*diag(f,) 
J 
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then j|EJj=0(h ) and satisfies (4.19), neglecting all 
round-off errors. 
4.7 NtJMERICAL RESULTS : 
In this section we present the results obtained by the 
three numerical methods discussed in section 2 to the 
following two-point boundary value problems, 
(i) u^ '^ +^xu =-(8+7x+x^)e^ ...(4.20) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0)=u(1)=0 , u'(0)=1 , u'(1)=-e 
the analytical solution of (4.20) is u(x) = x(1-x)e 
(ii) u^ '^ +^ 4u=1 .. .(4.21) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(± 1)=0, u'(-1)= -u'(1) =(sinh 2-sin 2)/4(cosh 2+cos 2) 
the analytical solution of (4.21) is 
u(x)=.25Cl-2(sin 1 sinh 1 six x sinh x +cos 1 cosh 1 cos x 
cosh x )/(cos 2 +cosh 2)3 
and with f(x) changing sign on [a.b] we consider 
(iii) u -xu =-(11+9x+x^-x^)e^ , x e [-1,1] ...(4.22) 
u(± 1)=0, u*(-1)=2e~\ u*(1)=-2e 
2 X the analytical solution of (4.22) is u(x)=(1-x )e . 
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We solve the problem (4.20) over interval [0,1],and 
both the problems (4.21) and (4.22) over interval [-1,1] 
with step lengths h=2 ,m=2(1)6 and the maximum absolute 
errors are listed in tables(I,II) 
The results of our sixth order method (five-diagonal 
scheme) are nearly same as those of Usmani's sixth order 
method (nine-diagonal scheme).And superior to sixth order 
collocation method of Irodmtou-El1ina and Houstis [50]. 
It is verified from table that on reducing the 
step-size from h to h/2, the maximum observed errorlE( is 
approximately reduced by a factor (1/2) , where n is the 
theoretical order of numerical method. 




Maximum errors in solution of problems for h=2 ,m=1(1)6 
Variable coefficients problem (4.20) 
m 2nd order 4th order our 6th order 6th order 
method method (five-diagonal) in [50] 
2 .158(-2) .764(-6) 
3 .349(-3) .783(-7) .502(-9) .331(-7) 
4 .8f)9(-4) .516(-8) .787(-11) .213(-9) 
5 .214(-4) .325(-9) .384(-13) .334(-11) 
6 .537(-5) .203(-10) .453(-12)* .333(-12)* 
Constant coefficient problem (4.21) 
2 .177(-2) .428(-5) 
3 .406(-3) .418(-6) .143(-7) 
4 .100(-3) .265(-7) .187(-9) 
5 .250(-4) .298(-9) .168(-9) 
6 .622(-5) .157(-8) * 
* Round off error effect. 
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Table ill 
maximum errors in solution of problem (4.22),with f(x) 
changes sign in [a,b], for h=2 
m 2nci order 4th order 6th order method 
2 .670(-1) .128(-3) 
3 .145(-1) .127(-4) .331(-6) 
4 .358(-2) .825(-6) .515(-8) 
5 .900(-3) .543(-7) .810(-10) 
6 .225(-3) .340(-8) .122(-11)* 
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C H A P T E R-V 
SPLINE SOLUTION OF FOURTH-ORDER TWO^POINT NON-LINEAR 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION; 
We consider the two-point fourth-order non-linear 
boundary value problem 
(4) 
u =f(x,u), X s [a.b] 
u'^\a)=.x._^^, u^ "'\b)=p,_^ ,^ for i=0,1 ...(5.1) 
We assume that u is sufficiently differentiable and the 
unique solution of (5.1) exists and -r- f(x,u) is bounded in 
t?u 
[a,b].Fourth-order boundry value problems of the type (5.1), 
when f(x,u) is linear in u, are encountered frequently in 
plate-deflection theory. Numerical techniques used for 
approximating u over a finite set of mesh points {x.}c [a,b] 
*J 
by finite difference methods,have been given by Babuska et 
al [8],Usmani [113],Chawla and Katti [13] and Katti [65]. 
Babuska et al showed that the resulting error is 0(h^ ) in 
case f(x,u) is linear in u. Chawla and Katti discussed the 
construction of finite difference schemes for the two-point 
non-linear boundary value problems involving differential 
equations of order 2p,and in particular derived and 
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illustrated methods of order 2,4 and 6,using off-step points 
Katti has given finite difference method of order six for 
differential equation (5.1).Usmani has given finite 
difference methods of order 2,4 and 6 for the boundary value 
problem (5.1) in case f(x,u) is linear in u.His methods of 
order 2 and 4 can be adopted for non-linear case and lead to 
five-diagonal linear systems,when f(x,u) is linear in u. The 
6th order method given by Usmani leads to a nine-diagonal 
linear system. 
Spline Collocation methods for general fourth order two 
point boundary value problems are given by Fyfe [42], 
Russell and Shampine [97], Irodotou-Ell ina and Houstis [50]., 
Second order nodal collocation methods based on cubic spline 
for linear case is given by Fyfe.Second order collocation 
methods based on quintic spline, for linear and non-linear 
case are given by Russell and Shampine.Sixth order 
collocation method based on quintic spline has been 
developed by Irodotou-El1ina and Houstis . 
The purpose of this paper is to develop numerical 
methods based on parametric quintic spline for solution of 
differential equation(5.1).In section 2 and 3,we present the 
formulations of our methods of order 2,4 and 6,based on 
parametric quintic spline I and boundary equations. In case 
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of linear differential equations, these methods lead to 
five-diagonal linear systems. These schemes are analyzed for 
convergence in section 4. Finally in section 5, we present 
numerical results.That verify the theoratical behaviour of 
these methods,and compare the results obtained by our 
methods to show its superiority over existing methods. 
5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF OlIR METHODS: 
Let N be a positive integer.We introduce the set {x.}, 
x.=a +jh, j=0(1)N, h=(b-a)/N. At grid points x., we set 
J J 
u,=u(x.) and f.=f(x.,u.).By using parametric quintic spline 
relation (2.63),we discretize the equation (5.1) and obtain 
(-4Uj_^-qh'^f^_^) + (Uj_2-ph'^f^_2)=0 , j = 2(1)N-2 
. . .(5.2) 
For different choices of parameters p,q and s we obtain 
the following methods : 
(i) for p=q=0 and s=1 we get the second order scheme 
J J 6 ' ' j " 
Xj_2<^'j<x.^2'J = 2(1)N-2 ...(5.3) 
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(ii) for p=0, s=2/3,q=1/6, we obtain the fourth order finite 
difference scheme 
^- r, < ^ -O^.^o ' J = 2(1)N-2 ...(5.4) j-2 J J+2 
and (iii) If we choose ip,Q,s,)=j^ (-1,124,474) we obtain 
the sixth order scheme 
_ i ( 1 0 , ( 6 ) ^ 
3024 'J 
x._2<? .<x.^2' J = (2)(1)N-2 ...(5.5) 
5.3 BOUNDARY FORMULAS : 
For discretization of boundary conditions we need to 
o A 
develop a formula with truncation errors of 0(h ), 0(h ), 
0(h ), such that the band width of the coefficient matrix 
remain five.We assume that the solution of given system 
(5.1) is sufficiently differentiable .For this purpose we 
define the following identities. 
3 £ (b.u.+h d,f.)+ch^u" +e h^f'+e„ h^f" +t =0 ...(5.6) 




T (b.u.+h d.f.)+c h u' +e h f'+e^ h f" +t =0 ...(5.7 
. ^ 1 1 11 o 1 o 2 o 1 
In order that,t is 0(h ),we choose e =e =d =d =0 and 
obtain 
(b*,b* b* b* c*,d*,d* )=(-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3.3/20,-9/10) 
o 1 2 3 o 1 
The second order boundary formulas are obtained as 
4 
(i) 9U,-| u^ -.U3=3hn, .il «i*|5<-^V^«^'^i0 *>'^  « V 
4 
^h^"(f^.,) ...(6.8) 
where x^<?,<X3 and x^_3<f^_,<x^ 
^ 8 
In order to obtain t =0(h ) we choose the parameters 
e^=e2=0 and obtain (b*,b*,b2.b*,c*)=(-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3) and 
^^o'^'^2'^3 ^-- iio fS-151,52,-1] 
Then the Fourth order boundary formulas are obtained as 
follows : 
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For development of boundary formulas be used with 6th 
order method we are using both the equation (5.6) and (5.7). 
* 10 
In order that t and t are 0(h ),we find that the 
parameters are : 
(b^,b^,b2,b2,c)=(-2,5,-4,1,1). 
(d ,d ,d ,d ,e ,e )=(-3536,-30375,-7722,53,300,279)/45360, 
(b* .b*,b* b* c*)=(-11/2,9,-9/2,1,-3), 
(d*,d* d* d* e* e*)=(529,-18090,-5157,38,1074,288)/30240 
and truncation errors are 
.. 241 .10^(6).,. , * 29 ^10.(6).,, . .. , 
•t =:rrT:r;rr h f (< 0,t =—-——r h f («\ .) , X. „<t . <x . „ 1 907200 ''J 1 100800 J J-2 'j j+2 
Eliminating u" from both the equations (5.6) and (5.7) 
we obtain the 6th order boundary formulas 
'^ '^ "'lVl^'''lVl'"<''2V2-^''2V2'"<''3V3"''3V3* = 
M^+t^_,(h) ...(6.10) 
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where X =E*b.-Eb*, X.=h (E d . - E d . ) , 
I l l 1 1 1 
3lC 3|C 4 . K^ 4^ 
u ,=G b . - Gb. , M'. =h (G d . - G d . ) , 
*^i 1 1 1 1 1 
X^=E(e* F^+e* F^4 hP^ ) -E* (e^F^+e2F2) - (E \ -Eb* ) . x^ -
4 * * . h (E d -Ed ) f , 
o o o 
4 * * 
t ^ ( h ) = E; t^-E t * , t ^ _ ^ ( h ) = E \ _ ^ - E t ; - E t * _ ^ , E=(c .e2F^) . 
E*=e*F , F =h'^f , F =h^( f +(3 f ) , 
2 o o u,o 1 x ,o 1 u.o 
F^=h^(f +2(3 f +\ff ), 
2 X x ,o 1 xu,o 1 uu,o 
G^c+e^F^, G*=e*F^, F ^ = h \ _ ^ , ^ r h ' c f ^ . ^ P j f ^ , ) , 
f and f ,. denote the partial derivatives of f(x,u) with 
x,o x,N 
respect to x at left and right boundaries respectively.Also 
f and f ., denote the second partial derivatives of 
uu,o uu,N 
f(u,x) with respect to u at left and right boundaries 
respectively. 
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5.4 CONVERGENCE OF THE METHODSi 
Let u =(u^ .u^, ... ,u^_^) , ¥'(u) = (-^'^  ,V'2. •••.V'f^ _^  ) 
and T(h) = (t^(h),t2(h) ... t^./h))"^ 
where 
Vj(u)=-h [p(V2-V2'^''<'j^i''j-i'^^'a^' j=2(1)N-2 and 
V'^(u) = 
— (-3f^+18f^) 2 ^ r^*^^! ' ^^'^ ^^^ ^ method 
--^[8f +151f +52f -f ]-^x -3hn .for O(h^) method 
11 2 2 3 3 o for 0(h ) method 
and similar expressions for the right boundary, 
Then the resulting system of equations can be written 




where D=(d. ) ." /_ is five-diagonal matrix defined as 
1 1K 1^ K— 1 












where (X ,X ,X ) = (ii ,p ,|i ) = (9,-9/2,1 ) for 2nd and 4th 
order methods and defined by equation (5.10) for 6th order 
method.A method now consists in finding an apporixmation u 
for u by solving the system 
Du + V'(u)«0 . .(5.13) 
Let E=(e ,e ...,e ) =u-u. Applying mean value theorem 
we may also write 
f(x.,u.)-f(x..u .)=e.Z., j = 1(1)N-1 ...(5.14) 
J J J J J J 
where Z .=^r- f(x,u) at(x..u.), u. lies betwin u. and u.. 
J ^u J J J J J 
For suitable values of u. using (5.11),(5.13)and (5.14) 
J 
we obtain the error equations 
(D+M)E -Kh) (5.15) 
N-1 




^ V i , k ^ ' ' ' = ^k'k 
r - s h Z. 
1 
m . i ,k = 
i = k = 2 ( 1 ) N - 2 
•qh Z .^^ | i - k | = 1 , i = 2 ( 1 ) N - 2 
•Ph Z .^2 | i - k | = 2 , i = 2 ( 1 ) N - 3 , 3 ( 1 ) N - 2 





-— (3Z -18Z,) , for second order method 
20 o 1 
^4 
-;^,. (8Z +151Z +52Z„-Z^), for 4th order method 280 o 1 2 3 
defined in (5.10), for sixth order method 
The expression for \i'.Z. is similar 
K K 
* I ^fi * 
Let Z = max -s- , then a l l Z. are bounded by Z . 
a<x<b 
N-1 
Let j|M|= max E j " " - i,| and j}E|}= max | ® j -
1<i:«;N-1 k=1 ^ ' 1<j<N-1 "^  
Following Usmani [112] the sum of the elements of the 
ith row in D is 
N-1 •fNi--i 
I DT, = ^ \ „ Ci(N-i)+N +1], i=1(1)N-1 ...(5.17) 
k=1 
it can be seen that (5.17)attains a maximum value for i=N/2. 
Thus it follows that 
D""*! <[5(b-a)'^ +4(b-a)^ h^ ]/384h'* ...(5.18) 
In order to derive a bound on |jE{|,we need the following 
lemma for proof(see Froberg [40]). 
LEMMA 5 . 1 : 
-1 I f 13 is a matrix of order N and ||B|<1, then (I+B)' 
ex is ts and ||(I+B)~ ||< ^ _ J .. . 
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Now from equation(5.14) it follows that 
E=(D+M)"^ T(h)=(I+D~^M)~^D~^ T(h) ...(5.19) 
Then by lemma 5.1 we have 
l|E||^(1-8»"'l m ) ' ' 80"' II l|T(h) II ...(5.20) 
provided that ||D~^ |j J M || <1 ...(5.21) 
From (5.16) it is easy to show that 
l|Ml^  
4 * h Z max {^ ,X'), k=1,2,3 
K 
"7 O A A ^ 
~ ^ Z max(/',X*), k=1,2,3 ...(5.22) 
720 K 
where ^ = 1 for 2nd and 4th order and ; =724/720 for 6th order 
method.It is easy to verify that max(X' )= 21/20, 212/280 and 
K 
4657 -3 4 * (^^ • +3.304 X 10 h Z ) for 2nd ,4th and 6th order methods 6048 
respectively. 
* 1 4 2 2 
Assuming Z <-r^[5(b-a) +4(b-a) h ]max(^ ,X') ,we can show 
that relation (5.21) holds and therefore for various methods 
we obtain : 
(i) Since the truncation errors for second order methods is 
T(h)={ i j hV«^^) , . . . -y f " ( f j ) , . .4 hV(f^.,))^ 
Then from (5.18) and (5.11) we obtain 
||E|| = W^h^ . . . ( 5 . 2 3 ) 
wehere W^^ 3o72^''~^^^''2 ' '^ 2= "" ' ' ' | f " ( ^ ^ j ) | 
provided t h a t 
* 7680 4 2 2 - 1 
Z < - ^ [ 5 (b -a ) +4(b-a)^h' '3 
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(ii) In same manner for 4th order method by using (5.11) and 
(5.18) we obtain 
II E II = W h"^  . . .(5.24) 
oSjiN 
provided that Z* <384[5(b-a)'^+4(b-a)^h^3~^ 
(iii) for sixth order method by using (5.11) and (5.18) we 
obtain 
II E II = W h® ...(5.25) 
^^^^^ V T l ^ (b-a)'Fg, Fg=max |f^'^? )| 
o:SjSN 
provided that 
,* 69120 ^^,^ ,4 ^,^ ,2^2 , ,^^ •,-1 
Z < -foj- C5(b-a) +4(b-a) h max (?^ ,XJ^ )] 
724 4657 -3 4 * 
max(v,Aj^)=max{ j ^ '^6048 +3.304x10 h Z ) } 
724 
for sufficiently small h, max(>',A')= — — 
Hence 
E||=0(h^ '^ ) —tO as h —-»0 , p=1,2,3 
We now summarize the above in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1; 
Let u(x) be the exact solution of the differential 
equation (5.1) and let u., j=1(1)N-1, be the computed 
solution.If E is given by the system (5.15) and -s- is 
ou 
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bounded and satisfies : 
max \ ~ \ = Z*< ^ 7 [5(b-a) '^+4(b-a)^h^]max(^- ,X ' ) 
^ ^ . ' <7U • 3 8 4 K 
a<x:<b 
2D 
where max (Y ^ ^\^) is defined in (5.22), then |Eg=0(h ) for 
p= 1,2,3 and satisfies (5.23),(5.24) and (5.25) neglecting 
all round-off errors. 
5.5 NUMERICAL, ILLIJSTRATIQMS; 
To illustrate the above methods of order 2,4 and 6,we 
consider the following three examples. 
EXAMPLECl); 
We consider the non-linear differential equation given 
in Chawla and Katti [13] 
u^ "^  -6 exp(-4u) + 12(1+x)~'*= 0 
subject to the boundary conditions: 
u(0)=0,u(1)=ln 2, 
u'(1)=1, u'(1)=.5 ...(5.26) 
with exact solution u(x)=ln (1+x) 
EXAMPLE <:ii): 
We consider the linear differential equation given 
in Chawla and Katti [13] and Usmani [113] 
(4) /.. « 2 3, , , 
u -xu=-(11+9X+X -X )exp(x). 
u(-1ki(1)=0, u'(-1) = 2e'^ ,u'(1)=-2e ...(5.27) 
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2 X 
with u(x)=(1-x )e as its analytical solution. 
EXAMPLE Ciii.); 
For sake of comparision we also consider the linear 
differential equation given in Usmani [113] and Irodotou-
Ellina and Houstis [50] 
4 3 X 
u +XU =-(8+7x+x )e , 
u(0) =u(1)=0, u'(0) = 1, u'(1)=-e ...(5.28) 
with exact solution u(x)=x(1-x)e . 
We solved the boundary value problems (5.26),(5.27) and 
(5.28) by the methods of orders 2,4 and 6,with step lengths 
h=2 ,m= 3(1)6 and the corresponding maximum observed 
errors j|EJj obtained are shown in Tables I ,11 and III 
respectively. 
The numerical results verify the respective orders of 
our methods.lt may be pointed out that the results obtained 
by our methods are superior as compared to the results 
obtained by existing methods,in Chawla and Katti the second 
derivative is specified at the boundaries while in present 
paper first derivative is specified . All Computations were 
carried out on a PC-386 in double precision. 
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TABLE I: 
Maximum absolute errors of Examp1e(1).The errors of the 
method in Chawla [13] are included for comparision. 
m 0(h )Method 
our Chawla[13] 
0(h )Method 
our in [13] 
0(h )Method 
our in [13] 
3 1.03(-4) 5.3(-4) 2.54(-7) 2.8(-6) 5.04(-8) 1.7(-7) 
4 2.56(-5) 1.3(-4) 1.89(-8) 1.4(-7) 8.01(-10) 4.1(-9) 
5 5.45(-6) 3.4(-5) 1.23(-9) 7.6(-9) 1.26(-11) 6.3(-11) 
6 1.6(-6) 7.80(-11) 2.01(-13) 
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TABLE II : 
Maximum absolute errors of example II.The errors of the 
methods in Chawla and Katti [13] are included for 
comparision, 
0(h •)methods 0(h )methods 
m Our Chawla [13] Our Chawla [13] 
1.45(-2) 7.5(-2) 1.27(-5) 9.8(-5) 
3.58(-3) 1.9(-2) 8.25(-7) 5.0(-6) 
9. 00(-4) 4.7(-3) 2.98(-8) 2.9(-7) 
2.25(-5) 3.40(-9) 
0(h )methods 














Maximum absolute errors of example (III).The error of 
the methods in Irodotou-El1ina [50] are included for 
comparision. 
m 2nd order 4th order Sixth order methods 

















* Round off error effect. 
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C H A F' T E R -VI 
SPLINE SOLUTION OF FOURTH-ORDER PARABOLIC PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQXJATIONS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION : 
We consider the problem of transverse vibrations of a 
uniform flexible beam of length L, hinged at both ends, 
which represent the fourth order parabolic differential 
equation 
+ — — =0 . . .(6.1 ) 
-i*2 ., 4 
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions 
u(x,o)=g^(x); u^(x,o) -g^(x) ,o<x<L 
u(o,t)=f^(t); u(L,t)= f^Ct) 
u^(o,t)=p^(t);, u^(L,t)=P2(t) t>o 
or u (o.t)=p (t); u (L,t)=p (t) ...(6.2) 
where u is transverse displacement of the beam, t and x are 
d ^u 
time and distance variables respectively.We denote — — - =u^^ 
at' ^^ 
and so on . 
Numerical solution of equation(6.1) based on finite 
difference and reduction of (6.1) to a system of first order 
equations in t,is given by Evans[34],Collatz[22],Fairweather 
and Gourlay [35], Richtmyer and Morton [92],Jain et al [58]. 
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But difficulty arises if the bending moment is not 
prescribed at the end that is x=0 and L,in such a situation 
we can not apply the above procedure. 
We need to construct a direct numerical method for 
solution of equation (6.1),Direct explicit and implicit 
difference methods have been given by Crandall [25]. Todd 
[111], Albrecht [4], Collatz [22],Jain etal [58],Jain 
[54].The three level explicit direct method with order of 
2 2 
accuracy 0(k +h ) given by Collatz [22] is stable when the 
2 . 1 
mesh ratio (k/h )i -. 
The three level unconditionally stable formulas of 
2 2 2 2 k 2 
accuracy 0(k +h ) and 0(k +h +(-) ) are given by Todd [111], 
h 
Crandall [25] and Conte [23] respectively. Five level 
unconditionally stable explicit method with truncation error 
2 2 k 2 
of 0(k +h +(;-) has been given by Albrecht [4]. Recently h 
direct and splitting approach finite difference methods have 
been proposed by Jain et al.[58] and Jain [54]. 
We have derived new three level methods based on 
parametric quintic spline for the solution of fourth order 
parabolic partial differential equation governing transverse 
vibrations of uniform flexible beam in one and two space 
dimensions,, In section 2 and 3 we present the formulation of 
our methods in one space dimension and analysis of stablity. 
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We show that by choosing different values of parameters 
the previous known methods can be derived from our method. 
In section 4 we develop the method for two space 
dimension.Finally in section 5 numerical evidence is 
included to demonstrate the practical usefulness of our 
schemes and confirm their theoretical behaviour. 
6.2 THE METHODS : 
Let the region R be replaced by a set of points R, 
h 
which are the vertices of a grid of points(j,m).where 
x=a+jh, j=0(1)N, Nh=b-a. j being an integer, and 
t=mk,m=0,1,2,3..The quantities k and h are mesh sizes in the 
time and space directions respectively. 
We next develop an approximation for (6.1) in which the 
time derivative is replaced by a finite difference 
approximation and the space derivative by the parametric 
quintic spline function approximation.The equation(6.1) is 
then replaced by 
- 1 , , i:-2^-1 ^.2 m ^ m ^ ,^ ^^ k (Hr a6 ) 6 u .+F . =0 ...(6.3) 
U t J J 
where a is a parameter such that the finite difference 
2 
approximation to the time derivative is 0(h ) for arbitrary 
4 
<T and of 0(h ) for (i = 1/12 and (J =1/4,1/6 the finite 
difference approximations reduce to parametric cubic and 
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(4) 
cubic spline relations respectively. Also F.=S (x.) and 
S(x) is the parametric quintic spline approximation given in 
Chapter 2, (equation 2.63).Using (2.63) and (6.3) we obtain 
^2, , m m , , m m . , 2 _4, m, 2-4 m 
•3^(P(Uj^2-^u._2)+q(u.^^.u,_^) + (s-Hr ad^)u.} + r d^u.=o 
, ,, 2 m , ,, , , „2 m m+1 ^ m m-1 
where r=k/h , u.=u(jh,mk), 0 u,=u. -2u.+u. ,and p,q,s 
J t J J J J 
are arbitrary parameters. 
After simplifying the above equation we obtain 
{(2p+2q+s) + (4p+q)(3^ +(p+r^ CT)«3'^ } (3? u\r^6'^u"!=0 ...(6.4) 
X X U J X J 
Equation (6.4) may also be written as: 
2, m+j , , 2, m+j , ^ 2, m+1 , ^ 2, m+1 (p+fi r )u . +(q-4ffr )u ._ +(s+6CTr )u . +(q-4£rr )u , + 
, 2, m+1 , „ „ 2 2 , m , , „ „ 2 2 , m (p+or ,iu, „ + (-2p-2£ir +r )u . ;^(-2q+8crr - 4 r ) u . + J+2 j - 2 j - 1 
/ « . , 2 ^ 2 , m , ^ „ 2 2 , m , „ „ 2 2, m (-2s-12crr +6r )u , + (-2q+8ar - 4 r )u . +( -2p-2( i r +r )u . + 
, ^ 2 . m-1 , ^ 2 , m-1 , ^ 2 , m-1 , , 2 , m-1 (p+or )u ._ +(q-4ffr )u ._ +(s+6or ) u . +(q-4or ) u . 
2 , m-1 
+ (p+(ir ) u , =o 
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Equation (6.4) may be written in schematic form as: 
P2 Q2 S2 Q2 P2 
2 2 2 2 2 m 
-2P2+r -2a2-4r -2S2+r -2Q2-4r -2P2+r u.=o 
J 
P2 Q2 S2 Q2 P2 
2 2 2 
where P2=p+o r , Q2=q-4or ,S2=s+6Dr . 
Expanding (6.4) in Taylor series in terms of u(x,,t ) 
J m 
and its derivatives and replacing the derivatives involving 
t by the relation 
d u(x,t) d u(x,t) 
dx dt dx 
We obtain the following relations : 
i j4 , ^ , ^4 1 ^6 1 8 17 ^10 62 „12 l 5 u ( x . , t ) = D + - D +—- D +—rr-r D + —— D + . 
x j m x 6 x 8 0 x 3024 x 10! x 
^2 , ^ , 2 4 1 4 8 1 6„12 1 8^ 16 2 10 „20 (3^ u(x.,t =-r D + - r D -—-^r D +„^,^„r D -TTTTI^  D + 
t J m X 12 x 360 x 20160 x 10! x 
^2^4 , ^ , 2^ 8 1 2^10 ,1 2 1 4,„12 1 4^14 1 6^ 16 6^6 u(x.,t )=-r D --r D -i-rzrr +—r )D -—-r D -^ rrrr D +, 
t X J m X 6 X 80 12 X 72 x 360 x 
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>R2*;2 , ^ , 2 6 r ^8 1 , 4 r _10 r , 2 1 _12 
X t J m X 12 X 12 30 X 720 56 x 
. . .(6.5) 
where 
^X^ ' 
Using (6.4) and (6.5) we obtain the truncation error 
-pf" 2,^ ^ „ ,4 2,1 ^ ^6 2,,1 4 1 , T. = r (1-s-2p-2q)D^ +r (- -4p-q)D^ -hr [ (- --p - - q ) + 
lJ(2p.2q.s-12a)]D^r2c(3^ - ^ p -^^,,Z,,,,,.2anol' 
2 1 r 
+ r [—-(62-46080p-180q)-—-(80p+5q+9£T)-
4 
r 12 (2p+2q+s+30or)D + ... ...(6.6) 
360^ "^  " ' X 
Using Von Newmann's method the characteristic equation 
of the scheme (6.4) is obtained as: 
^^ + 2K' + 1 = 0 (6.7) 
o 2 . 4 8r sin oi 
where r = g 4 2 ^ ' 
16(p+ar )sin w -4(4p+q)sin w +(2p+2q+s) 
0) = -(3h, where p is the variable in the Fourier expansion, 
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Applying the Routh-Hurwitz Criterion to(6.7) we get the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for (6.4) to be stable 
as: r, . 
o 2 , 4 
8r sin w 
-1 < 1 ;; <1 2 4 2 16(p+ar )sin 6.s-4(4p+q)sin <i>+ (2p+2q+s) 
Simplifying and putting 2p+2q+s=1 we obtain from the 
left inequality 
2 4 2 
4[4p(4£r-1)r ] Sin '.<>-4(4p+q)sin «+1 > 0 ....(6.8) 
We deduce that the scheme (6.4) is unconditionally 
stable if 
2 
a > 1/4, q<1/4 and p=0 or p > (4p+q) /4 
and conditionally stable if 
(i) o <1/4, q <1/4, p=0, 0<r^< \~ ^^^ or 
4( 1-4tr) 
2 
(ii)tr <1/4,(4p+q)<1/4, p =(4p+q)^/4 ,0 <r^ < ^^'^,[^^ZV^ 
4( 1-4CX) 
6.3 CLkSS;, OF METHODS ; 
By choosing different values of parameters p.q.s and cr 
we obtain various calsses of methods. 
(1)If we choose p=q=0 and s=1 in (6.4) we get the scheme 
2 2 
with truncation error 0(h +k ) which is unconditionally 
stable when a > 1/4. 
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(1+ a r 6 )d^ u, +r 6 u. =0 ....(6.9) 
X t J X J 
If we put CT =1/4 and ff =1/2 in (6.9) we obtain the 
unconditionally stable formulas of Todd and Crandall 
respectively. 
2 2 (2) For p=0,q=-r , s=1+2r and taking CT=0 in (6.4), we 
get the unconditionally stable Conte formula with truncation 
error 0(k +h +(-) ). 
h 
2„2^.2 m 2^4 m .^  ,„, 
(1-r (3 )fi^  u. +r «3 u. =0 (6.10) 
X t J X J 
5 2 1 8 2 2 9 2 
(3) I f we put p=—- r , q = ( - - •;; r ) and s = - + - r we get 
2 2 k 2 
unconditionally stable method with accuracy 0(k +h +(-) ). h 
Cl + ( ^ - r ' ) a ^ ( a + f - ) r V 3 5 V 4 r V u%0 . . . ( 6 . 1 1 ) 
6 X 12 x t j x j 
f o r £T = 1/12,we ob ta in J a i n ' s formula [58] 
(4) For p=0,q=1/6 and s=2/3 we get the formula w i t h minimum 
t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r among the c lass of fo rmulaswi th t r u n c a t i o n 
2 4 
e r r o r 0(k +h ). 
T^J ^2^ „ 2 „4 , „2 m 2_4 m ^ , ^ 
^ 6 *^ x ^ ^x^ ' ^ t ^ j ^ *^ x ^ j ^ ° . . . ( 6 . 1 2 ) 
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If we put cr = 1/4 in (6.12) we obtain unconditionally stable 
formula of Jain et al[58] and for a =1/12 we get the 
4 4 
conditionally stable , formula 0(k + h ) 
2 1 
with condition r = -(Jain et al [58]). 
8 
(5) If we choose (p,q,s)=-—-(1,20,102), we get 
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r. 1*^ 2 , 1 2 , ^ 4 - ^ 2 m 2_4 m ^ ,^ ^^-
[1+ ^ +(7T7+^'^ )<5 ]<5^ u . +r 6 u .=0 . . . ( 6 . 1 3 ) 
6 x 144 x t j x j 
For a = 1/4 in (6.13), we get the following unconditionally 
stable formula of Jain et al [58] which has the minimum 
truncation error from the class of formulas with order of 
2 4 
accuracy (k +h ) , 
r.,1 ^2 1,1 , 2,^4T_2 m , 2_4 m ^ ,^ ^^, [1+-- 6 +-riT^ +r )<5 ]6^u, +r 6 u. =0 ... 6.14) ( 3 X 4 36 x t j X J 
and if cr=1/12 we get conditionally stable formula of 
4 4 2 0(k +h ) with r =1/6 obtained by Jain et al [58]. 
r. 1^ 2 1-1 2,-4.^2 m 2„4 m 
t^ " A V H * ' - >*3X ^ t^ V " ^X "j=° ....(6.15) 
(6) If we choose (p,q,s) = —-(-1 ,124,474) ,CT=1/12 we obtain 
4 6 
a new high accuracy method with truncation error 0(k +h ) 
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f^ " e'^x-^Tl"-- 6o'*5x"t"j*^'5x"j = ° •••(6-16) 
2 7 
which is conditionally stable for r < —-60 
2 1 2 8 
If we choose r = —- we obtain the scheme of 0(k +h )with 
84 
1 1 1 2 . . truncation error T = - ^^ •^-^ ^^  D , where D is defined in 50803200 X X 
(6.5). 
And if we choose a = 1/4 in (6.16) we obtain unconditionally 
2 4 
stable scheme with 0(k +h ) given by Jain et al [58]. 
2 2 
So scheme (6.16) with r S 7/60 and r =1/84 are the 
highest accuracy formulas for system (6.1), so far known. 
6.4 TWO SPACE VARIABLES : 
We consider the parabolic differential equation 
-» 2 .,4 .,4 ., 4 
- ^ + 4^2-2 2''-^=° ...(6.17) 
dt dx dx dy dy 
subject to appropriate initial boundary conditions. This 
type of problem arises in the study of transverse vibrations 
of a uniform plate.Finite difference scheme for solution of 
(6.17) has been proposed by Jain et al [58] by using the 
Richtmyer approach. Here we use spline function 
approximation for direct solution of (6.17). 
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We place a unifrom square mesh of size h in x-y plane 
and t =mK,k being the mesh spacing in the time direction.We 
m 
denote the approximate value of u(x.,y.,t ) by u. ..Applying 
1 J m 1, J 
the parametric cubic spline in the time direction and finite 
difference approximation in the space directions we obtain : 
M. , = -16h [(smh -—) +(sinh —-) ] u. . ...(6.18) 
1 ,j 2 2 1, J 
using the cubic spline in compression relation 
k 1+a<5^  )M, . -6^ u . . ...(6.19) 
t 1 ,j t 1 ,j 
where o =1/4 and 1/6 for parametric and cubic splines 
respectively.Eliminating M from (6.18) and (6.19) we get 
2 2 2 m {[1+ar G ]Q+r G }u, . = o ...(6.20) 
xy t xy i,j 
where G = [(6^ + 6^ )-'X((5'^  + Q^)]^ 
xy X y X y 
which has second order of accuracy for oi=o and fourth 
order of accuracy for «=1/12.For different combinations of 
o(=o,1/12 and ff=1/4,1/6 we obtain four different schemes. 
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6.5 NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS : 
We consider in this section numerical results obtained 
by the schemes discussed above by applying them to the 
following fourth order initial boundary value problems : 
EXAMF'LE -I : 
We consider the fourth order initial boundary value 
problem : 
^^" + 1 ^ = 0 ...(6.21) 
dt^ dx^ 
w i t h i n i t i a l cond i t i on 
u (x ,o ) = s i n nx -T rx ( l - x ) ; -j- ( x ,o )=0 , 0Jlx<1 . . . ( 6 . 2 2 ) 
and the boundary conditions 
u(o,t)=u(1,t)=0 ; u (o,t)=u (1,t)=0, t>0 ...(6.23) 
The exact solution of (6.21) is obtained as 
2 
u ( x , t ) :: r Q cosk t [ cosh k x-p s inh k x-cosk x+p s ink x ] 
'^^  n n n n n n n n 
n=1 
where k are the roots of the equat ion (cos k) (cosh k)=1 and 
p^=(cosh k -cos k ) / ( s i n h k - s i n k )=cot k /2 i f n even 
n n n n n n 
=tan k /2 i f n odd 
n 
The c o e f f i c i e n t s Q may be obtained by the method of l eas t 
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squares, which gives 
1 M 
/ [sin nx-rrxd-x)- Z Q.f .]f .dx=o i = 1(1)M 
o . . 1 1 T 
1 = 1 
where f.=cosh k.x-p.sinh k.x-cosk.x +p,sink,x, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Integrating,we obtain 
M 
C -nD +nE = Z Q.F. , n=1(1 )M 
n n n . , 1 in 1 = 1 
where 
2 
C =o, D =E = 2 ( 2 - k c o t k / 2 ) / k , f o r n even 
n n n n n n 
4iTk^ 
and C =-
n , 2 . 2 - , 2 , 2 ' (n +k ) (n - k ) 
n n 
2 2 
D =- -—tan k /2,E =—r(2+k tan k /2) for n odd 
n k n n , 2 n n 
n k 
n 
Also F, =6. where Q. is Kronecker's delta, in in in 
Hence the solution for Q is given as 
n 
Q =0 , n even 
n 
:C -FTD +rrE , n odd 
n n n 
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For solving (6.21)we use scheme(6.4).Approximating the 
initial and boundary conditions (6.22) and (6.23) we obtain : 
(i) (u. -u.)/2h=0 or u, =u. , oixl-1 
(ii) u"'=u"'=0 , for t >o (6.24) 
O N 
( m ) 18u -9u +2u =0 
(IV) 18u^_^-9u^_2+2u^_^=0 ...(6.25) 
4 6 4 8 
For high accuracy methods of 0(k +h ) and 0(k +h ) we 
use the following formulas for approximating the boundary 
conditions: 
( m ) 300u -300u +200U -75u +12u =0, 
(1v) 12u,, ,-75u„ , +200u„ -300u,, +300u,, =0 ...(6.26) N-5 N-4 N-3 N-2 N-1 
We solved example 1 with h=.1 and k=.02 giving r=2.and 
by choosing CT=1/4 and various values of paramters (p,q,s) 
stated in table I. Computations were carried over 50 time 
2 
steps, and then repeated for h=.1,r =1/6 over 100 time 
steps. The results thus obtained are compared with those 
given in Jain et al [58].These results tabulated in Table 
I,show the superiorety of our methods.Moreover we solved the 
same problem with various values of h,carrying the 
computations to 50 time steps. The errors in displacement 
function u(x,t) at mid-point of the interval [0,1] in 
142 
different time steps are given in table II, 
Examiile II : 
We consider equation (6.21) together with the initial 
conditions 
u(x,o)=^-(2x -X -1); ^(x,o)=0, o<x<1 (6.27) 
12 at 
and the boundary conditions 
u(o,t)=u(1,t)=0; —^(o,t)=—^(1.t)=0, t> o ...(6.28) 
dx tJx 
The exact solution is given as 
2 2 




where d = -8/(2s +1) n 
s 
We discretized the boundary conditions by following 
formulas 
(i) -5u^ + Au^ "^3=° ' 
^''^ -V3^^^N-2-^Vr° ...(6.29) 
For high accuracy formulas 0(k +h ) and 0(k +h ) we use 
the following formula for boundary conditions. 
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(i) -^5Au^ +214U2 -ISeu^ +64u^ -10Ug=0 , 
(ii) -10u"" +61u'" -156u'" +214u"' -154u"' =0 ...(6.30) N-5 N-4 N-3 N-2 N-1 ...v^.^u; 
We solved example II by using scheme (6.4) together 
with equations (i),(6.24),(6.29) and (ii),(6.24),(6.30).By 
choosing various values of (p,q,s) stated in table III with 
cj=1/4,we carried out the computations over 50 time steps 
with h=.1 and k=.02 giving r=2.We repeated the computations 
2 for 100 time steps with r =1/6.We also include results given 
by conditionally stable method obtained by 
(p,q,s)=-—-(1,20,102) and high accuracy schemes obtained by 144 
1 1 2 7 2 (P,q,s)=—- (-1 ,124,474),a=—-, with r =•— and r =1/84.The 
/iiU 1 ^  DU 
results are shown in Table IV. 
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TABLE -I : (example I) 
2 
Absolute error x10 in displacement function u(x,t),h=.1 
(p,q,s,cr) 
( 1 5 17 1 
144'36'24'4 
Jain et a1 
^°'6' 3 '4 ^  
Jain et al 




1 5 17 1 
144'36'24'12 
Jain et al 
-1 124 474 1 
W20'720"720' 1 
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Absolute Error x10 in displacement function u(x,t), h=.1 
Parameter 
(p,q,s,tT) 































































































Absolute Errors in displacement function u(x,t)at Mid-points 
of interval. Example II 
_ 
r , a h Time steps 
10 20 30 40 50 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
For paramter(p,q,s) = (y20'720'720 ^ 
2_ 1_ 
84' 12 
.02 .12(-11) .35(-10) .77(-10) .22(-9) .12(-8) 
^ .90(-10) .24(-10) .40(-8) .31(-7) .64(-7) 
\- .28(-7) .67(-7) .70(-6) .32(-5) .41(-5) 1 6 







32 13(-7) .11(-6) .23(-6) .22(-6) .27(-7) 
\-- .27(-6) .63(-6) .50(-5) .12(-4) .66(-5) 1 6 
For parameters (p,q,s) = (——, -^rz, -r-: ) 





.02 .25(-9) .62(-8) .24(-7) .56(-7) .25(-8) 
.26(-7) .93(-7) .38(-6) .74(-6) .13(-5) 
.23(-5) .42(-5) .17(-4) .48(-4) .47(-4) 
.02 .40(-7) .46(-6) .49(-6) .33(-6) .54(-8) 
— .21(-5) .27(-5) .89(-5) .72(-5) .23(-5) 
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